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ESTANCIA
!mBRatnbliihedl90í
Baritld Katabllahed 908

NEWS-HERAL-

D

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, September

DEMOCRATS.

SOLDIER LETTERS

12, 1918

Volume XIV No. 47

Precinct No. 11, Pinos Wells
Manuel Chavez, Juan Sanchez
Vigü, Donaciano Chavez.
Precinct No. 12, Encino, En
carnación Garcia, Enriquez Gu
tierres, C. K Davenport.
Precinct No. 13, Abo. Preci'i
ano Carrillo,
Lucas
Zamora
rabio Gomez.
Precinct No. 14. Lucv. F. A
Mattingly, M. As Maloney, John
.
mcuiuivray.
Precinct No. 15, Mountainái
Chas. L Burt, Juan Trujillo, W,

COMMISSIONERS'

ENDORSE WALTON

PROCEEDINGS
,
Estancia
Dear
As
Sir:
The Democratic convention held here
I am located
The Board of Countv' Commis
Monday to elect delegates to the state again I will drop you a few lines
vyiivenLiun was iairiy well attended, l left La.up Cody with the 34th sioners of Torrance County met
epresencea.
;
v Hine
Division (better known as the in special session at Estancia
A. A.
was elected chairman,
September 9, 1918.
and after two tie votes between R. G Sand Storm Division) on August
The Road Budget, showing an
Koberson and Neal Jenson for secreota ana arrived here at Camp
tary the latter declined to serve and uix August 3Uth.
We came bv estimate of the moneys needed
Mr. Koberson was elected.
for road work for the coming
A committee on order of hiiflinnoa rail and had a very nice trip, as year,
approved. The board
wa on motion appointed by the fchair it was very interesting to us boys orders was
that a half-milew be . urme.
the committee consisting of D. C who had never been in this Dart
maoe tor said purpose to be
Howell, R. E. Burrus and H. C. oi tne worm.
Precinct No. 16. Mcintosh. W:
Williams.
the 1918 taxes.
We stODned at several laro-W. Wagner, Frank Laws, Irving
A motion prevailed that any
now
Corries
L.
Stubblefield.
J.
present from a precinct not rep- towns ior a lew hours and pulled the county highway
suDerintend- - meaae.
resented by delegates be empowered to off a few stunts.
I don't know
Precinct No. 17. Jaramillo fill
vaoi, me vuie oi sucn precinct.
how it suited the onlookers but it ent, and presents the board with ferea. Polinario Chavez. K. P,
The convention seemed to have about
copy
a
of
a
resolution
passed
as
un
boys,
as we were al by
decided to elect delegates to the state suited
the State Highway Commis Sharpless.
uunveiiuun oy open vote, when the ways ready for a.httle exercise,
Precinct No. 18. Cedarvale.
sion.
committee on order of business report1J I
wu...
' ....... vu
Lueras, Refugio Lucero y
ed recommending the appointment of a fine.
The board now issues the fol Victor
We have barracks here
ijuna, l. w. uewoit.
committee of three on nominations for which
lowing
resolution:
is much better than tents,
Precinct No. 19, Lucero, Sal
delegates, which recommendation was
Whereas. Section 2701 of the vador Bachicha, Lorenzo Barela
but believe me it takes lots of
promptly adopted.
New Mexico Statutes, Code of Roman
The chair appointed as such commit, work to keep things clean.
Montoya.
!
iee Juan Cruz Sanchez, W. D. Wasson
we have been issued our sea 1915, defines obstructions and in
1
Precinct No, 20, Varney, A.
and B. E. l'edrick.
juries
to
or
roads
highways,
clothes
but
and w. fjbartzer. John Kimmon?. L.
don't know how soon
This committee reported for dele
2698
Section
of
we
will
Drovidea
same
the
pond.
cross the
gates ana alternates to the state con
E. Keizer.
m.
Good luck to the Herald and a penalty for such obstruction or
vention tne roiiowmg:
.
.. .
t,
.
i rn dvi
rvTn
xu VAi
injury:
uucnnn
DELEGATES
WfcLU YOU WORKED FOR
and
many
inm
How Many Sacks?
riuncir
1 remain a
its
readers.
IT, DIDN'T YOU? WHY CAN'T YOU PUT SOME
A. J. Green
Whereas, The State Highway
LITTLE PIECE
soldier at Camp Dix.
A. A. Hine
All members of the New MexiT
Commission has by resolution
JIM F. IRETON,
UT' so ' " ' SOME DAY IT
C. R. Greenfield
rn
co
Bean
Growers'
Association
nvnn
run
July
dated
win
10,
1918,
Co,
iuur
directed
L 134 Inf.,
the
Warren Graham
YOU WONT ALWAYS BE ABLE TO WORK, fupn tr- vnn aDC
M. A. Maloney
Commissioners of Torrance coun- should determine as soon as
Camn Tti-N. .T:
D. C. Howell
the approximate number of
WELL. THEN IT WILL BE A FINE FEELING TO HAVE
ty to require all persons and cor(4734)
Barracks
THE
Salvador Chavez
they
going
to need, as
are
MONEY YOU BANKED, WHILE YOU COULD WORk. WHICH
porations to comply with the sacks
is
ALTERNATES
these
be
sacks
must
soon.
ordered
From
bv
written
Jamen
letter
R. E. Burrus
above laws; and
COME TO OUR BANK.
Step into the' county agent's
. tjneiton, juiyzü, to his parents
Sam Jenson
Whereas, The State- Highway office and tell him how many you
E. L. Garvin
Mr. and Mrs. 11. jj . She ton:
has promulgated stand- want.
C. L. Fletcher
"Having a real nice time, not engineer
specifications for
ard designs
C. H. Miller
DIRECTORS A. J. GRFFN .J R MCRKiRnu
The U. S. Food Administramuch excitement where we are, cattle guardsand
H. F. SH ELTON
B. E. Pedrick
DR. C. J. AMBLE, J. S. KELLY. ANNIE PORTER'
be in tion has advised against the use
but think things are real livelv stalled where and gates to public
Juan Cruz Sanchez
fences
cross
oz.
bags
9
they
of
because
A motion prevailed that the chair ap at the front.
are
Two boys had suppoint two of these delegates to recom per with us last night that had highways; therefore,
too light.
were buried in the Garland means had to go back.
Be It Reso ved. That hereaf ter
mend names for the state committee. been to the front.
thirty-fivOut
of
cars shipped remains
Thev sav it the fencing of a public road in
cemetery.
People who knew of the circumA motion to endorse W. B. Walton
Deceased was about 28 years of age, stances of the family have contributed
for TJ. S. Senator was adopted without is pretty lively up there.- - Hope this county of Torrance shall be to an eastern point last year
there was an average loss of and leaves a wife and three children,
we get to go ud real soon.
Oc done only" after the granting
sufficient to send the widow and chiluppusition.
of a $75.50 per car because of bursted
Tbey came from Arkansas about a dren back to Arkansas, and they will
The administration of President Wil casionally when the wind is right
permit by tne Board of County bags, etc.
go the last of the week.
son and the course of Senator Jones we can near
Because of this fact month apo- large
trie
artillery
were also commended and endorsed.
and said permit the association intends to use Mr. McCauley had tuberculosis
Have an air raid once in a while Commissioners,
year
About
a
BDent
For sale, a double disc plow,
he
aeo
some
time
win oe granted only when the 10 oz. burlap bags, and by buy- in
but the Allied forces are so much petitioner
the Pecos Valley and made (treat and some rabbit or hoe fence.
guarantees
to
con
RED GROSS PLEDGES
mprovement,
ing
but on account of lack of cheap.
in car lots can save money
the best airmen that the Saner struct said cattle guards
J. J. Smith.
and for the grower.
Kraut don't seem to stand much gates in conformity
with
de
the
nothing
yet
There is
in
definite
show. From what we hear the signs and specifications above
Torrance "over the top"
regard to the price of the presin payment of her Red Cross Cerman army is on the move. mentioned at his own expense.
C. A. BURRUSS. President
,
ent pinto bean crop.
NEAL JENSON. Cnnhipr
They are not going west to grow
pledges.
He
Also
Kesolved,
all
That
it
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
C. M. Milbourn,
The good people of Torrance up with the country either. gates and cattle guards across
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin. F. T.
Rut public roads in this countv of
have paid their pledges and now Headed toward Berlin.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.
Cattle for Sale.
nave the $45 subscribed by them don't think they will go there Torrance that do not conform to
Twenty-seveunescorted, for there will be a the said plans and BDecifhations
deposited.
head of cows
,
conerreo-atinof are hereby declared obstructions and young stock, 4 Jersey cows,
The following pledges have very wiliintr
been paid and deposited since Americans hot on their trail.'
and the county highway supenn- - balance Red Polled and Durham.
be back in the tendendent is hereby
lhinkwe
last report:
ordered to If cattle are sold, will lease ranch
Bruce Beagle, Torrance
$ 7.50 states before many moons, for I remove same and replace them of 480 acres, plenty of water,
Varney
13.00 think when the American troops with standard cattle guards and good grass. Only lj miles from
Hold your War Savings stamps until they mature.
Don't
Cedarvale
7.50 get in real action their presence gates as soon as possible, the ex station and school, J. E. Patter
in the line will naturally help to pense
cash them now. When you buy your War Savings stamps
üistancia as below:
be borne by the son, Lucy.
thereof
to
tne battle weary troops that county when on county roads and
Ceo. Ingle
$4.00 give
yoj agree to let Uncle Sam have your money for five
Relinquishment Wanted.
A. W. Roberts
3.00 have been in war so long more by the county ancL state equally
years. Don't demand payment on his promissory note
courage.
you
And
then
just
A. T. Cochran
wnen on state highways.
3.00
I want to buy homestead re
fore it is due. The person who cashes his stamps when he
Tom Bomon
The Board now names the fol linquishment in Torrance county.
4 00 watch the papers and see how
things
can afford to hold them is UNPATRIOTIC.
move."
Julian Sanches
lowing persons to constitute the Send full description of land and
4.00
Have not vet decided on what board of registration for the sev improvements and quote lowest
THEY MEAN FOOD AND GUNS
"
But eral precincts of this county for price. Frank Harris, Box 10b",
- Pledges
$18 00 1 will do after the war.
Uncle Sam is spending the money you loaned him to buy food and
The following was handed to have decided on one thing only tne coming .November election:
Newcaátle.exas.
guns for the men who are fighting for you.
Back up these boys
us that had not been pledged to ana tnat is not to stav in France.
Precinct No. 1, Tajique, Ale- don't strike them in the back by taking their food and guns away from
Thu is a fine country, but the andro
De applied to this tund:
Barela.
Barela.
Rafael
DIED
them. Keep Your Pledge! See that You Don't G et Behind.
William Dunbar
$5.00 climate does not seem to agree Emilio Otero.
K. M. Spruill
No. 2. Torreón. Elisio
5 00 with me, but 1 have gained sev
Precinct
We wish to thank the abiv eral pounds of ' flesh since I came Vigil. JJesiderio Salap. Salvador "3. W. McCaulev died at i a. m. Mon.
day morning at the home of K. É,
here. Some say it is the horse Chavez.
gentlemen for their liberality.
FARMERS
BANK
Wingheld nBr Tajique.
get
we
to
steak
eat.
suppose
I
Corrections on the last report
Precinct No. 3..Manzano. Juan
Funeral services were conducted bv
is
for
it
am
I
verv
fond
of
it
31UU by J. W. Hints of Pro
Jose Turrieta, Manuel Sedillo, Revs. Nerry and Threadgill. and the
gresso should have been credited I don't think we have had any Cesario Garcia.
.
poor
old
Dobbin"
we
vet.
but
if
to Cedarvale. Mrs. H. D. Wool- Precinct No. 4. Ciénega. Eu- suppose
should
I
I
could
it,
eat
dridge should have been credited
temio Luna, Pedro Lucero. Fran
all same cow. - Suppose it is cisco Serna.
as giving $2.00.
really
better
beef,
than
as
the
Estancia has been "over the
Precinct No-- . 5. Punta. Juan
o
top", for ten days except one coyotes always seemed to like it Romero, Pedro Jaramillo,
$4 00 pledge.
We feel certain so much better."
Peña.
Was
over
a
at
a
cathedral
this will be paid in before next
Precinct No. 6. Willard. Jose
week's paper is out and we will short time past. They call them Ma. CisneroB, J. C. Garza. Geo.
churches
in
the
States,
but
S. Alter.
,
then be able to give a full report
nevertheless I was there. They
Precinct No. 7. Estancia. Ratoh
ior estancia.
large
have
a
in
tomb
there
where
G. Roberson, J. N. Bush, EuMountainair failed to report
bury their dead, or at least staquio Gonzales.
tne amount deposited by them they
part
of
a
anyway.
Saw
thenv
last month
Precinct No. 8. Monartv.
of Americah noblemen are rock firm on the Western
casket where 'one oI3 gray lo Baca, Jose Davis, Geo. Pab
W.
Asiae irom wnat they may one
gentleman
haired
somewhodied
nave deposited we now have de
Woodman.
Front. Other thousands are pouring into France. Each American
posited $3737 77.
As this drive thing like the year A. D. 591,
Precinct No. 9. Palms. Nicolas
closes the last of this month we was buried. I say gray haired. fenorio. Macario Chavez. Daniel
hero
carries a mental portrait of an American woman at home a
urge all who still have pledges to I suppose he was, for if I under- Vigil.
rightly
everyone
stand
most
pay them by the 25th that we
,
mother, a wife or a sweetheart.
Precinct No. 10. Duran. Patro
may have a full report by.the lived to a ripe old age in those cinio Sanchez, Dr. Gregory, Lidays."
i
Do you think of such a picture? It is helped by a neat, becoming cos- brado Valencia.
hrst or (Jctober..
thank all who a"re still with us
tume. If you need it, we have new, pretty ones; house garments of simple
in helping to make a successful
finish of this drive. Mrs. J. C
fabrics and happy colors, silks of strong weave and sober shades, cloaks that THE HELLUMS STORE for Scan bvj
Peterson, Ct. shier.
r
will assure him of your comfort when storms come, and ever so many other
the case, Coffee in 25 or 50 pound lots. Also
$25 Buys This Fine Organ.
things of beauty and usefulness, and all within your means.
v
We have on hand in Estancia a
tablets, pencils, stationery. In fact, anything
splendid Farrand & Votey organ.
Build you a portrait that wicked shellfire cannot destroy, and send it to
in this Store cheap for cash. Get what you pay for.
Rather than pay freight and
shipping expenses on this instru
France
in the heart of your man. ,
ment to Denver, we will sell it at
'
an unusual bargain, and allow
.
Come and see.
moderate terms if desired. Pur
Respectfully,
may
also
privilege
chaser
have
of exchanging it without dis
any
piano
on
count
or playerpiano in our immense stock.
Please give two references in let
ter. Write today. The
'
By J. M. TUTTLE
Music Co.. Denver,
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL YOUR WANTS
Colo., Largest in the West. "
Í
News-Herald-
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ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD Of THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FOREIGN

NEWS-HERAL-

.

Norway lost thirteen vessels aggregating 22,976 tons, through war causes
In the month of August,
Reports of the killing of Sassanoff,
former Russian foreign minister at
Simbirsk, were confirmed.
Hsu Shlh Chang, former president
ot the privy council, has been elected
President of the Chinese republic by a
large majority,
. Residents of the Seward peninsula
of Alaska, one of the far northwestern parta of the United States, assert
they have contributed an average of
181 each to war work.
Dora Kaplan, who attempted to
asasstnate Nikolai Lenlne, the Bolshevik premier, is in a critical condition
at a hospital in Moscow as the result
of rough handling by a mob after the
attack, says a dispatch from Moscow.
The Dutch minister at Berlin has
been Instructed to protest against the
destruction by German submarines ot
vessels within .what is designated as

Pithy News Items
Gathered From A ll Over

New Mexico
Western Ncwspapar Unlen Nw Sarvloa.
' COMINO KVBNTS.

ALLIES CLOSING
III ON CAMBRAI

;..

AND

meeting New Mexico
Aaaoclatlon at Albu-- ,

Oct.

Public Health
quarque.
NEAR LA FERE ANO LAON
State corn crop estimated at' 3,661,-50-0
bushels.
. The Dayton canning plant is to be
ALMOST ALL GROUND GAINED
moved to Artesia.
SAYINGS, . DOINGS, ACHIEVEThe lumber mills at Sawyer will
BY GERMANS IN 1018 DRIVE
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES ..
again become active.
'
.
NOW RECOVERED.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Frank Omo, a Texan, was beaten
tnd robbed at Raton. Wmi.mi NewepapM Uaioa news aw viae. .
Condition - of all crops in state is Western Newspaper Union Newa Service.
ABOUT THE WAK
given at 92.1 per cent.
Paris, Sept. 9. The French have
troops
British
Friday captured
Fire completely destroyed the Wat-rou- s occupied Vaux, Fluquieres and
Neuve Chapelle and Bussu.
hotel at Watrous.
north of the Somme, as well
the barred lone and against the sink
Since Aug. 8, 465 enemy machines ing of seven Dutch fishing
Clovis county broom corn crop esti as Hamel, according to the war office
vessels on
have been brought down by British Aug. 24.
announcement.
They have also made
,
mated at one million dollars.
airmen.
Belated
dispatches reaching the
Lea county highway from Carlsbad advances on both sides of the Oise.
city
The British have captured the
State Department from Irkutsk, Si- to Lovington will cost $26,450.
" Berlin, Sept. 9.
of Lens.
The town ot Queant also beria, via Peking, said the Bolshevist
"On the battle front
Placido Garcia, of Albuquerque, was
has been taken.
army east of Lake Baikel has been reported In the casualty list as miss- we are everywhere In our new posisays
In Flanders the British forces have destroyed by the Czecho-Slovaktions,"
the German official comthat ing in action.
captured the town of Wulverghem,
issued Sunday.
Cossacks are
munication
with the
Mesilla Valley shipped 32 cars of
two miles southeast of Kemmel.
Czechs, and that all Americans in Sicabbage, 30 cars of pears and 300 cars
'
Mont St. Quentln has been taken by beria are safe.
The above dispatch indicates that
cantaloupes.
of
the Australians, together with Feuil-iycour- t.
A Czecho-Slovathe Germans have taken up positions
officer has arrived
age,
years
a
19
Garcia,
of
Juan
In this surprise attack more at Archangel with word that 80,000
in their old Hlndenburg line on the
at Ramah, was Instantly entire western front. It was from Oils
loyal Russians are
than 1,500 prisoners were taken.
with sheep herder
lightning.
by
killed
line they started their drive March'21.
forces movContinuing their pressure along the the 40,000 Czecho-SlovaChapters of the' Red Cross auxil- This means that the allies since July
front from Rhelms to Ypres, the al- - ing westwardalong the Transsibertan
organized
iaries
been
have
at
service
18 have regained all of the territory
The
lied forces are pushing back the Ger- -' railroad from Ekaterinburg.
which Ludendorff captured in his ofnews reached the State Department in Cerro and Costilla.
e
mans on virtually this entire
a message from Ambassador Francis
Claude P. Graves, of Tbronham, Is fensives between March 21 and July
tine.
;
reported In the Sept, 5 casualty list 18. The British and French official
dated Aug. 26.
troops advancing
The American
reports announce captures of towns
Enactment of a law in Germany to as missing in action.
from the Vesle have captured the prevent
widows from remarrying so
Arthur M. Donaldson, of Lordsburg, within two or three miles of the Hln
town of Glennea, southeast of Revil-lon- ,
as to leave
available men for was listed among the severely wound- denburg line, and there probably reand have advanced their lines as single womena Isfewurged
mains only the "mopping" up of the
in a letter to ed In the casualty list.
tar as the outskirts of
Tag by a Munich doctor, Hans von - The construction of the drainage strip Intervening.
the
on the Alone.
Hertlg. He points out that the wid- system in the Lake Arthur district is
' The
In the old Noyon salient the French ows, through
remarrying after the making good progress.
British and Frenoh continue to
ave captured the important Junction war, would have a detrimental effect
way into the German lines
but 1,200 cut their
Glendale
Mesa
sent
end
towns of Ham and Chauny with their on the birth rate. "On Dec 1, 1910,"
price on the lower part ot the battle Une
highest
cantaloupes
carloads
at
railroads and high roads leading re- be writes, "there were In Germany ever known by local growers.
In France. Notwithstanding the bad
spectively into St Quentln and . La about 300,000 widows
weather, the British here encroached
between the
to
Hanley,
was
Earl
Elliott,
killed
upon Cambrai and St. Quentln, while
Fere. Across the Canal du Nord they ageB of 18 and 45. At a very modest
action. Joaquin Chavez, Cuervo, was farther south the- French armies are
have penetrated at various points to estimate there are now 800,000."
wounded severely In action.
a depth exceeding six miles.
pressing toward La Fere and Laon.
SPORT
The present postmasters at Albu- Between the Vesle and the Alsne rivenemy
Four hundred and sixty-fiv- e
Penn State will open its football querque and East Las Vegas
have ers, where Americans are with the
machines have been destroyed and season Sept. 28, with Muhlenberg.
been reappointed for another term.
French, ground has been gained.
200 disabled since the commencement
Boston won the first and Chicago
McKinley's
tax figures for 1917
The British now are standing at
of the offensive on Aug. 8, according the second game ot the world's series.
were $10,398,618, while for this year
to an official statement on aerial opsix miles from St. Quentln,
AstSonny
by
a
Slope,
colt
they have mounted up to $11,330,021.
Sixty-onhaving carried out an advance over a
erations.
hostile balloons ronomer-Neva
BelW.,
sold
was
ten-milat'
e
were destroyed and 911 tons of bombe
front on the general line of
Luke Gourat, who has been workdropped on various targets. Two hun- mont Park, N. Y., by William Martin, ing in the Aztec mine at Baldy, was Epehy, Heabecourt and Vermand. To
north
dred and sixteen British machines are who owned and trained him, to the arrested on a charge of
the greater part ot Havrin-cou- rt
the
' Beech stable.
While the price was ore.
.
missing.
wood, a German strong point
,
not announced, it was sa)d to be In
George R. Craig was elected chair- barring the way to Cambra!, has been
A British
official communication
excess of $25,000.
'
- "
man of the Republican state commit- captured. ..
dealing with the operations bf the alWar made Its hand felt in the at- tee at Santa Fé, succeeding W. H.
So rapid has been the British. ad
lied forces In the region around Archvance In this section they are in the
who resigned.
angel, Russia, says: "After further tendance and receipts of the first
game of the world series. The figures
d
severe
fighting with, an
Dan LaRoe, of Palestine, Tex., was positions they held before the German
game
on
opening
Chicago
the
at
and
drive last March. The Germans are
enemy force led by the Germans, the
a year ago: 1918 Attendance, 19,274; the successful - bidder of the 21 miles offering stout resistance.
troops occupied
allied
Oboserska.
of federal aid- road from Tucymcari
receipts,
$30,348; players' share,
The French are werklng around St.
Prisoners were captured and heavy
west, his bid being $102,143.07.
each club's share, $5,462.64;
losses were inflicted on the enemy.
More than six . thousand people Gabaln forest north ot Soissons in the
national commission share, $3,034.80.
movement
The allied casualties were slight."
that alms at the outflank1917 Attendance,
32,000;
receipts, crowded the station platform to bid ing of La Fere and Laon and all ot
The French and Americans are fast $73,152; players' share, $39,502.06; na farewell to the sixty-fiv- e
draftees who
left Albuquerque for Camp Pike, Ark. the German positions east of this redriving the Germans out of their posi tional commission share, $7,315.20.
gion. They have
the outskirts
"
tions In southern Plcardy and in the
'
Trinidad Romero, one of the most of the village ofreached
St. Serváis, on the
sector between
and Alsne GENERAL
politiwidely
known
influential
and
New York turned back to the horse-drawnorthern end of the forest, and two
rivers. So rapid has been the prog
age In its observance of the cians of New Mexico in the territorial and a half miles from La Fere, while
ress of the allies the French in Pic.
days, died at his home In Las Vegas.
Sunday
gasoline.
a short distance to the north they
ban on
ardy and the Americans and- French first
Permission to do business as a cor- have taken the village ot 'Mennessis,
destruction of the machinery
from Soiseons eastward
toward onThe
poration within the state of New Mex- on the St. Quentln canal. This latter
several German steamships in ico was granted to the
Rhelms that the retirement of the
Trinidad Bean gain brings the French within little
enemy has the appearance of the be terned in Chilean port's by their crews and
Elevator Company of Trinidad, more than eight mHes from St. Quenis being investigated by the Chilean
ginning almost of a rout. Meanwhile,
Colo.
tln.
Field Marshal Halg in the north, from government.
The State Department of Education
of the Alsne, near Soissons,
Perenne to Ypres, has been almost as
The Navy Department was informed
North
will issue 1,500 teachers' certificates
busily engaged with bis troops in that the American
Germans are fighting bard, realizsteamer Lake
at the
carrying out successful maneuvers Owens had been sunk by a submarine. as a result of examinations held
ing that if the French gain much the
by the twenty-econducted
institutes
the
deonly
a
slightly
which are
in
move, taken in conjunction with the
less
Five members of the civilian crew ight
counties of the state this maneuver in progress around the St.
gree of rapidity forcing the Germans are reported lost.
summer.
everywhere to give ground.
Gobaln forest, will place the entire
The government's
capital Issues
The report of the Pullman Company German defense line eastward toward
WESTERN
committee announces it will not apot
filed with the clerk
the CorporaNear
President Wilson reappointed Ed- prove the sale of any securities dur tion Commission shows that on a cap- Rhelms In a critical position.
e
ward P. Costigan of Denver to the ing the fourth Liberty Loan campaign,' ital stock issued ot $120,000,000 the Laffaux and north of
Federal Tariff Commission and Claude between Sept. 28 and Oct. 19, except company during 1917 made dividends the Germans have delivered strong
counter attacks, but the French everyR. Porter, Centervllle, Iowa, to be an refunding issues to take care of ma- of $16.327,808.32.
where have maintained their ground.
turities within that period.
assistant attorney general.
Carlsreservoir"
The
at
Avalonnear
The assertion that Count von Bern-storThe Chicago Board of Education
MANY 8 LAIN AT MOSCOW.
bad, is practically full of water for
in his efforts to spread Gervoted to' discontinue the teaching of
the first time in two years.
Bolshevikl Hold Hostages, and New
German and all other foreign language man propaganda in the United States
Juan and Leandro, Montoya, brothOutbreaks Expected.
actually purchased and controlled
in the elementary schools.
ers, ot Pajarito, and Romaldo Sedillo,
A number of arrests
Amsterdam.
Ninety-thre- e
members of the I. W. Fair Play,- a New York publication.
were
Albuquerque,
jailed
of
a
on
n
native-bormade in Moscow under
been
have
enlisting
the services of a
W., including Secretary William D.
American to conceal his hand, charge of stealing several head of decree dated Sept. E, ordering the takHaywood, were placed aboard a specattle from Indians living on the res- ing into custody of all of the social
cial train at Chicago, under heavy was made in a statement issued in
,
ervation near Pajarito.
revolutionists of the right and the takguard, to be taken to Fort Leaven- New York- by Alfred L. Becker, dep
ing of hostages from the bourgeosie
uty
attorney
.
general.
tax
assessors
With
the
return
of
the
prison
worth
to serve the terms inArrival ot MaJ. Gen. William S. of nine counties officially abstracted parties and groups of former officials
flicted by Federal Judge K. M. Lan-dias
a precaution in case of new conafter they had been found guilty Graves and his staff at Vladivostok by Secretary Rupert. F. Asplund of the spiracies.
Those arrested were chiefto take command of all American
State Tax Commission, it is found
of violating the espionage act in fightforces fighting on the new eastern that these nine counties have raised ly revolutionists and high ecclesias
ing the selective draft and opposing
front was announced in Washington their valuation something, more than tics. The eclesiastics were arrested in
the war otherwise.
connection with the alleged British
by General March.
General Graves $8,700,000. '
WASHINGTON , ..
plot. The Pravada alludes to the sittook with him from the United States
The Zuni mountain section is to be
The administration water power forty-thre- e
officers and 1,388 men who served by a new. postoffice the de- uation as extremely grave.
leasing bill was passed by the house. will join the regiments from the Philpartment having authorized Its estab- Washington.
An official dispatch
President Wilson haa decreed the ippines already on the ground.
It i II
llahmwit ot MHnffav Mill
,rom Switzerland says the Ciecho-SIcessation of the brewing of beer and
Gov. Charles S. Whitman of New substitute for the old one' at Perea
all other malt liquors on Dec. 1 next York was renominated for a third and will serve several hundred labor-er- a vak national council will shortly es
tablish headquarters in Prague; where
and the Immediate suspension of the term in the Republican primaries by
at the mill. V
the Socialist deputy, Eoukoup, will be
purchase
ot unmalted
grains for
majority over Attorney General
lingering
traces
Erasing
the
forever
'
In charge of all local councils in Czech
brewing.
Mertln E. Lewis of approximately
of the Confederacy's gray, Jefferson towns;
Graphic stories of the - individual
150,000.
In the Democratic primaries,
Davis, grand son of Jeff Davis, the
Reports from Petrograd received
heroism and daring of forty-on- e
AmerAlfred E. Smith, president ot the secessionist leader, passed through
through Stockholm say the Maximalican officers and men fighting in Board of Aldermen of the city of New Albuquerque en route to Washington
France are told In cryptic citations by York, was nominated . over William to accept a commission in the aviation ist papers are openly advising the
murder of French and English nationG.nn. Pershing In awarding them dis- Church Osborne, by a majority ot corps
for service over there.
als in Petrograd.
'
130,000.
tinguished service crosses.
Hathaway, IT. 8. avia
Lieutenant
A dispatch was received from Lon
The United States troop transport
tion service, and Cadet Paddock, a
Thirty-five- .
Blast
Killed
Mount Vernon, formerly the German don reporting the- assassination of the last year's ' student at the Roswel)
Thirty-fiv- e
Washington.
members of
former Russian- empress and her military institute, were killed in
Kron Prinsessln Cecelle, was tor- daughters,
the crew of the American army trans
but in view of the steps France.
pedoed on its homeward voyage. 200 taken by King Alfonso to obtain the
port Mount Vernon, formerly the
Director General John B. Dcnsmorc North German Lloyd liner Kronprin-xessi- n
miles oft the French coast, but was transfer to Spain of the family ot tho
able to return to port undet Its own deposed and murdered Russian mon of the United States employment ser
Cecille, were killed by the exvice, has asked New Mexico to fur- plosion of a torpedo which struck the
steam.
arch, the report was treated with all nish
1,000 unskilled laborers for work
vessel Sept. 5, when she was 200 miles
The 112,000,000 emergency agricul- reserve.
In shipyards and powder factories.
from the French coast, homeward
San Francisco was selected as the
tural bill with its rider for national
Diamond drills are ploughing theii bound. The passengers Included Senprohibition from next July 1 until the place for holding the 1919 national way Into the heart of the Jemenej
Lewis of Illinois, who waa among
ator
American
armies are demobilized encampment of the United Spanish mountains In an effort to locate the
after the end of the war, was passed War Veterans by the delegates of the huge beds of sulphur which are be those safely landed after the transport returned to a French port nnder
Sept, ( by the Senate without a roll organization at their annual reunion
lleved by experts to be hidden there her own steam.
call. The measure goes to the House. in Baltimore, Md.
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We will win this war
Nothing else really matters until we do!

The Flavor Lasts
Looks That Way.
Not a New Experience.
marriage really a lottery?"
Two recruits were waiting for fur
you
"I don't maintain that.
Sttil,
ther. Instructions at Camp Dodge, la.
gotta take a chance."
One of the men, striving to be sociable, said:.. "Well, I suppose
"Is

this-wa-

Stata of Ohio. Cltv of Toledo. Lucaa
as.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he la
senior partner of the nrm of F. J. Cheney
A Co., doing; business in the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
saia nrm win pay tna sum or unk HUNDRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
8worn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. D. 1ÍM.
(Seat)
A. W. Oleason, Notary PuWIc.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is taken Internally and acta through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfacas of tna 8ystem.
Druggists, 75c. Testimonials free.
F, J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio,
County

business will be new work to us.'
"Oh, I don't know," replied the other.
"You see, I have been married to the
wrong girl for five years."
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Creaa-BaBlue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.
Need More Experience.
"I told father I loved you more than
any other girl I've ever met."
And what did your father Say?"
"He said to try to meet some more
girls." Cornell Widow.

Prime Conservation.
"What melting eyes that girl has !"
If people were credited with their
"Good gracious I . Don't let her go good Intentions the recording angel
near the Icebox."
would need a few more assistants.

SAFE, GENTLE REMEDY
CLEANSES YOUR KIDNEYS
For centuries GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Oil has been a standard household remedy
for kidney, liver, bladder and stomach
trouble, and all diseases connected with

the urinary organs. The kidneys and bladder are the most important organs of the
body. They are the filters, the purifiers of
your blood. If the poisons which enter
your system through the blood and stomach are not entirely thrown out by the
kidneys and bladder, you are doomed.

Weariness,
sleeplessness,
nervousness,
despondency,
backache, stomach trouble,
headache, pain in loins and lower abdomen, gall stones, gravel, difficulty when
urinating, cloudy and bloody nrine, rheumatism, sciatica and lumbago, all warn you
to look after your kidneys and bladder.
All there indicate some weakness of the
kidneys or other organs or that the enemy
microbes which are always present in your
svfitem have attacked your weak spots.
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules are
what you need.
They are not a "patent medicine," nor,
"new discovery." For 200 years they1

have been a standard household remedy.
They are the pure, original imported Haarlem Oil your
used, and
are perfectly harmless. The healing, soothing oil soaks into the cells and lining of
the kidneys and through the bladder, driv-ing out the poisonous germs. - New life,,
fresh strength and health will come as yot
continue the treatment. When completely restored to your usual vigor, continue-takina capsule or two each day; they will
keep you in condition and prevent a re- -.
turn of the disease.
Do not delay a minute. Delays are especially dangerous in kidney and bladder
trouble. All druggists sell GOLD MEDAL.
Haarlem Oil Capsules.
They will refund
the money if not as represented. GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules are im- direct from the laboratories in
Eorted They
are prepared in correct ouan.
titv and convenient fnrm ar m.v tn tmrm.
and are positively
guaranteed to give
prompt relief. In three sites,- sealed packages. Ask for the original imported
GOLD MEDAL. Accept no substitutes,
Adv.
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Where, in Westers Canada Vital ran him eat fw
$1B to 30 per acre Joed farsa Lad that will raise
SO to 45 baskets to the acra a aa
h..t t.
'WtofigmtthepT0ñtM.
Mnj Western Canadian
;
farmers (scores of them from the U. S.) have paid for their land from a
single crop. Such an opportunity for 100 profit oa labor and investment
is worth investigation.
Canada extends to you a hearty invitation to settle on her

Free Homestead Lands of 160 Acres Each
or secure seme of
low priced

the
lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan ar
Alberta. Think what yea caa auks with wheat at 2 a feuhel and land so
esse to tret. Wonderful yields also of Oats. Barter and
nssn 5
Flax. Mixed faiatlag and cattle raúung. .
&?a
f- The climate is healthful and aorwahl- ?L
cilitiea excellent: Rood schools snd churches
Write for literature and particulars ss to reduced railway
rates to SupL Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
W. V. BENNETT
Room A. Boo Bldg Omaha. Nob.
ansman uovernanent Agent
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Urbana, III. "During Change of TJfeC
in addition to its annoying symptoms, I

(

manifested Itself by sundry yawns on eye, carried In a pair of kyaks six swift glance of admiration at Hazel,
weeks' supply, of food. BUI led the and they passed with a mutual "so
their part, they went to bed.
BILL" AND
LURE OF WODEN SOLD
long."
With breakfast over. Bill put a com way, seconded by Hazel on easy-galte- d
"What do you think of that, old
pass In his pocket after having ground Silk. Behind her trailed the pack
?' ; HAZEL INTO TH6 WILDERNESS.:
horses like 'dogs well broken to beel. girl?" Bill observed presently. "A
his ax blade to a keen edge.
railroad going
Come on," said he, then; Tm going patient under their heavy burdens. Off real,
hundred miles of our
to transact some Important business." In the east the sun was barely clear by within a years.
Hazel Weir; a stenographer1, Uving at Granville,
Rockies,
be there betowering
and
It'll
shack.
the
Three
of
the
"What la It?" she promptly demand woods were stlU cool and shadowy. fore we know
Ontario, Is placed, under a cloud bjr circumstances for which he Is
It We'U have neighed with much curiosity.
entirely blameless, To escape from, the groundless gossip that pursues
odors from plant and bors to burn."
"This domicile of ours, girl," lie told full of aromatic
her, she secures a position as schoolteacher at Cariboo Meadows, In a
"A hundred miles 1" Hazel laughed.
her, while he led the way through the tree.
wild part of British. Columbia. There, at a boarding house, she first
no monotony In the pass "Is that your idea of a neighborly diswas
There
by
only
surrounding
ours
timber,
n
country..
"is
character of that
sees "Roaring BlIt"Wagataff, a.
way. tance?"
grace of the wilderness. It's built on ing davs. Rivers barred their
Soon after her arrival Hazel loses, her ,way while walking In the woods.
"What's a hundred miles?" ha deThese they forded or swam, or ferried
land
government
unsurveyed
land
camp
Are
"Roaring
Bill's"
reaches
night
she
when
She wanders until
makeshift raft of logs, as seemea fended. "Two days' ride, that's all.
that I have no more legal claim to most
In the woods. He promises to take ber home In the morning, bat she
fit Haps and mishaps alike they And the kind of people that come to
than any passing trapper. But rm accepted
IS compelled to spend the night Id the .woods; . .After wandering In the
with an equable spirit and settle in a country Uke this don't stick
to
going
going
remedy
to
that I'm
woods, all the next, day, "Roaring BUI," finally admits that he is taking
philosophy of the trail to In sight of the cars. They're like
trust
the
sixty
formally
hundred
and
a
-stake
upon
their arrival at
Hazel to his cabin ta the mountains. Hazel finds
take things as they come. When rain me need lots of elbow room. There'll
pur
apply
of
Its
acres
for
this
and
before
escape
wilderness
to
from
tha
the cabin that ehe cannot hope
was always shel be hardy souls looking for a location
chase. Then we'll hare a cinch on our deluged them, there
spring. During the long winter "Soaring Bill" treats Haxel with the
to warm them. up where we are before very long.
home. 'We'll always have a refuge to ter to bo found and fire too fiercely, a Youll see."
greatest respect He tells ber he loves her and tries to Induce ber to
assailed
flies
the
If
go."
to,
fly
no matter where we
marry him, but she refuses. , In the spring he takes ber to Bella Coola,
TheyTassed other crews of men,
easement of that 111.
She nodded appreciation of this. The smudge brought
surveyors
with transits, chalnmen,
where she can get a boat to Vancouver. At Vancouver Hazel takes a
some
clearing
stood
cabin
for
in
the
Wagstaff
way
she realizes that she loves
stake drivers, ax'gangs widening the
train for Granville, bat on the
always
loom
moments
of
those
tothat
overjoyed
"Roaring
Bill"
and
Is'
btra.
to
through
path
the timber. Most of
and decided to return
large and unforgettable In every wom
them looked at Hazel In frank surgether tbey travel to a Hudson, bay est and are married.
an's experience. She had come there
prise, and stared long after she passed
once In hot shamed anger, and she
by. And when an open bottom beside
was
come
again
had
bride.
a
the
as
It
And
most natural thing In the world.
a noisy little creek showed the scatCHAPTER IX Continued.
when we go out to mix with our fellow handiwork of a man she loved with a
tered tents of the survey camp, Hazel
Mr. humans we want to meet them on passion that sometimes startled ber
said:
"This is July the twenty-fift- h
posmere
Ttonrlng Bill Wagstnfr," she announced. terms of worldly equality. Which Is by Its Intensity. Just the
"Let's not stop, BUI."
exactly one to say with good clothes on, and a fat sibility of that place being given over
'"We've- - been
married
He looked back over his shoulder
re
pang
of
to
a
v
In
others
roused
her
bank roll In our pocket And last but
with a comprehending smile.
month."
and
was
hers
sentment
theirs,
It
loaf,
to
love
girl,
while
"Getting shy? Make you uncom
I
"A whole month?" he echoed. In not least old
Bill's, and, being a woman, she viewed
fortable to have all these boys look at
nock astonishment "Yon dont say I can only loaf about so long In con
possession jealously.
yon, little person?" he bantered. "All
o? Seems like It was only day before tentment Sabe? rve got to be doing its
So she watched with keen Interest
something; whether it was profitable
right we won't stop. But all tnese
yesterday, little person."
.
was
did,
Which,
truth,
what
in
be
fellows probably haven't seen a whits
"I wonder," she snuggled up a little or not has never mattered, just so It simple enough. He worked
way
his
woman for months. You can't blame
closer to him, "If any two people were was action."
southeast of the clearing
them for admiring. You do look good
ever as happy as we've been?"
"I sabe, as yon call It" Hazel smiled. to a pointgained
whence
they
a
little
rise
till
shoulders
in ntrioi tnun hpslfies me. VOU knOW."
lazy
people
across
put
Only
her
course
Ilka
arm
"Of
his
Bill
I do.
nd tilted her head back so that be to loaf all the time. I love this place. through the treetops they could look
So they rode through the camp wltn
There
see
roof.
back
cabin
the
could smile down. Into her face.
and we might stay here for, years and BUI and
but a nod to the aproned cook, who
pine.
elght-fnc- h
jack
an
cut
off,
"They .have been a bunch of golden be satisfied. ..But"
thrust out his headL "and a gray-haire- d
days, baveo't they?" he whispered.
man with glasses, who humped over
"But we'd be better satisfied to stay leaving the stump approximately four
"You won't forget this joy time If we If we knew that ws could leave It feet high. This he hewed square, the
drafting Wrd under an awning.
ever do hit real hard going, will yon, whenever we wonted to," he Inter- four flat sides of the post facing re- The Surveyor Lifted His Hat With a Their noon fire they built at a 'spring
Hazel?"
rupted. "Thnt's the psychology of the spectively the cardinal points of the
AdSwift Glance of Unconcealed
five miles beyflttd.
On one smoothed surface
"The bird of III omen croaks again," human animal, all right We don't like compass.
miration at Hazel.
At length they fared into Hazelton,
pocketkntfe.
Bill
to
work
set
come
with
his
we
"Why
should
reproved.
ohe
to be coerced, even by circumstances,
which is the hub of a vast area over
watched
while
he
Hazel
and
down
sat
a
day
to hard going, as yon call it?"
something
more
Each
was
than
which men pursue gold and furs.
"If you mode a lot of money mining.
"But we could travel one could do lots of busied himself at this. . And when he mera toll of so many miles traversed. Some hundred odd souls were gath"We shouldn't" he declared.
The unexpected, for which both were ered there, where the stern-whemost people do. And we might. One things," she reflected. "I don't think had finished she read. In deep-carve- d
eager-eyenever can tell what's ahead. By and I'd want to live In a city again. But letters:
lurked on the shoulder of steamers that ply the turgid Skeena
y when the novelty wears off maybe It would be nice to go there, some
W. WAOSTAFF'S S. B. CORNER.
each mountain. In the hollow of every reach the head of navigation. A
you'll (ret sick of seeing the same old times."
canyon,
Then ha penned on a sheet of let cool
or met them boldly tn
office and "a mining recorder
Bill arnnnd and nobody else. Tou see.
BUI ter paper a brief notice to the effect the open, naked and unafraid.
girl,
would,"
Hazelton boasted as proof of Its
"Yes.
dear
it
Tve always been on my good behavior agreed. "With a chum to help yon en- that he, William Wagstaff, intended to
Bearing up to where the Nachaco civic importance. The mining recorder,
with you. Do you like me a lot?"
Joy things. We con do things together apply for the purchase of the land em debouches from Fraser lake, with a who combined in himself many capaciIlls arm tightened with a quick and that I couldn't do alone, and yon braced In an area a half mile square, Hudson's bay fur post and an Indian ties besides his governmental function,
powerful pressure, then suddenly re- couldn't
do alone. Remains only to get of which the post was the southeast mission on Its eastern fringe, they undertook to put through BlU's land
laxed to let her lean back and stare the wherewithal.
And since I know corner mark. This notice he fastened came upon a blazed line In the scrub deal. He knew Bill Wagstaff.
up at him tenderly.
manage that with a minimum to the stump with a few tacks, and sat timber. Roaring BUI pulled up, and
how
to
"Wise man," he nodded, over the de"I ought to punish you for saying amount of effort
squinted away down the narrow lane scription. "If some more uh these boys
rd like to be about down to rest from his labors.
things like that" she pouted. "Only I it before somebody
"How long do yon suppose that will fresh with ax marks.
gets ahead of
else
that have blazed trails through this
can't think of any effective method. me. Though there's small chance of stay there, and who Is there to read It
"Well," said he, "I wonder whafs country would do the same thing,
Sufficient unto the day Is the evil
coming off now? That looks like a they'd be better off. A chunk of land
If It does?" Hazel observed.
thereof and there Is no evil In our that"
"Search me. The moose and the survey Une of some sort It lsn t a anywhere In this country is a good
"Well be partners," said she. "How
,
days."
deer and the timber wolves, I guess," trail too wide. Let's follow It a bet now. We'll have rails here from
"Amen," he whispered softly and will we divide the profits, Blllum?"
the coast in a year. Better freeze
"Well split even," he declared. Bill grinned. "The chances are the while.
they fell to silent contemplation of
"I'll bet a nickel," he asserted next onto a couple uh lots hero In HazelIs, I'll make the money, and paper won't last long, with winds and
the rose and gold that spread In a "That
rains. But It doesn't matter. It's sim- "that's a railroad survey."
ton, while they're, low. Be plumb to
wonderful blazon over all the western you 11 spend It."
Half an hour of easy jogging set the the skies In ten years. Natural place
They chuckled over this conceit and ply a form prescribed by the land act
ky.
They
on
his assertion.
British Columbia, and, so long as I seal of truth
for a city, BUI. It's astonlshln' bow
"Twenty-fift- h
of July, eh?" he mused as the dusk closed In slowly they fell of
through the settlers Is comln'."
to planning the details. Hazel lit the go through the legal motions, that lets came upon a man squinting
TTPsently. "Summer's half gone
legs.
three,
on
a
set
you
brass
know,
me
out.
instrument
form,
of
Natter
I didn't realize It We ought lamp, and in Its yellow glow pored "Then what else do you have to do?" directing, with alternate wavtngs of There was ocular evidence of this
last, for they had followed in a road
to be stirring iretty soon, lady. These over maps while Bill idly sketched
"Nothing but furnish the money his outspread hands, certain actlvl well rutted from loaded wagons. Bui
northern searxms are so blessed short their route on a sheet of paper. His
him.
men
ahead of
when .the land department gets around ties of other
Bill Invested In no real estate, notWe ought r try and do a little good
"Well, I'll
he bit off the sen withstanding
to accept my application," he said,
the positive assurance
ior onrselvtii make hay while the sun
tence,
get
agent
In
moment
tp
frank
an
a
all
and
to
can
the
stared
attend
that Hazelton was on the ragged edga
hlns. Well needa dn monV
details.
took
our
Well,
look
Hazel.
at
at
he
a
Then
let's
take
astonishment
laughed.
of a boom.
"Neerta fiddlesticks," she
off his hat and bowed. "Good morn
estate from another corner."
"What do we need money for? It
"Maybe, maybe." he admitted. "Bui
"
This, roughly ascertained by sight lng," be greeted politely.
ostJ practicnlly nothing to live up
Tve got other fish to fry. That one
.
e
BUI
have
grinned.
"Sure,"
"We
lie--!ing a line with the compass and stepWhy this sudden desire to pur-thpiece up by Pine river will do me foi
ping off 880 yards, brought them up mornings like this around here all the a while."
dollar? Besides, how are you
doing
you
fellows
What
are
Nme.
all
knoll
commanded
small
on
a
pursue
that
the
to
it?"
tolr.e
Here where folk talked only of gold
basin of which the clearing .was prac- la the wilderness, anyway? Railroad?" and pelts and railroads and settlement
"Go prospecting," he replied prompt"Cross-sectio- n
work for the G. T.
ly. "Hit the trull for a place I know
tically In the center.
and the coming boom that would make
the surveyor replied.
"Miere there's oodles of coarse gold, if
"Aha!" Bin exclaimed. "Look at
tbem all rich, BUI Wagstaff added two
BUI
grunted.
dead
"Huh,"
a
"Is
How'd
it
yon mn get to It at low water.
our ranch, would you ; our widespread
more ponies to his pack train. These
pos
may
something
or
cinch,
Is
that
it
you like to go into the Upper Naas
acres-baskin- g
quarter
In the sun. A
he loaded down. with food, staples only,
country this fall, trap all winter, work
Do you sibly come to pass in the misty fu flour, sugar, beans, salt, tea and cofsection is quite a chunk.
know I never thought much about It tore?"
the snndbars In the spring, and came
fee, and a sack of dried fruit Also
"As near a cinch as anything ever he bestowed upon Nigger a furthei
out next fnll with a sock of gold it
before, but there's a piece of the finest
surveyor
"Construcanswered.
would take a horse to pack?"
land that lies outdoors. If this coun- 1," the
burden of six dozen steel traps.
Hazel clapped bet hands.
try should get a railroad and settle up, tion has begun at both ends. I
And In the cool of a midsummer
;
"Oh, Bill, wouldn't that be finer she
that quarter section might produce all thought the few white folks in this morning, before Hazelton had rubbed
the Income we'd need. Just out of bay country kept tab on anything as im the sleep out of its collective eyes and
rted. "I'd Ipve to." and potatoes. How'd yon like to be a portant as a new railroad.
"It wont be all smooth sailing," he
taken up the day's work of discussing
"We've heard a lot, but none of 'em Its future greatness. Roaring Bill and
farmer's wife, huh?"
warned. "It's a long trip and a hard
Bill
Maps
Idly
While
Over
Pored
my
time,
not
In
"Fine," she smiled. "Look at the has transpired yet;
one, and the winter will be longer and
draped the mosquito nets over
Sketched Their Route 01 a 8heet of view It Isnt gorgeous. It's It's Jim-pl- y anyway," Bill replied dryly- - "How- his wife
harder than the trip. Still, there's a
their hesds and turned their faces
Paper.
peaceful and quiet and soothing. ever, the world keeps on moving. Tve north.
chance for a good big stake, right in
heard more or less talk of this, but I
They bore out upon a wagon road.
that one trip."
objective lay east of the head of the I hate to leave It."
'Tut why the necessity for making Naas proper, where amid a wild tangle "Better be sorry to leave a place didn't know It had got past the talking For a brief distance only did this ena stake?" she Inquired thoughtfully, of mountains an3 mountain torrents than glad to get away," he answered stage. .What's their Pacific terminal?" dure, then dwindled to a path. A turn
after a lapse of five minutes. "I three turbulent rivers, the Stikine, the lightly. "Come on, let's pike home and . "Prince Rupert new town on a pe- in this hid sight of the. clustered log
bought you didn't care anything about Skeena and the Naas, took their rise. get things in order for the long trail, ninsula north of the mouth of the houses and tents, and the two steammoney so long as yon had enough to A
"It's a ers that lay up against the bank. The
n
region, he told, her, woman o' mine. I'll teach yon how to Skeena," said the surveyor.
rush job all the way through, I believe. river Itself, was soon lost in the far
set along on? And we surely have where few white men had penetrated. be a woodland vagabond." Three years to spike up the last ralL stretches of forest Once more they
thot We've over two thousand dollars The peaks flirted with the clouds, and
't
CHAPTER X.
And that's going some for a transcon- rode alone In the wilderness. For the
to resl money and ho place to spend their sides were scarred with glaciers.
so we're compelled to save."
tinental road. Both the Dominion and first time Hazel felt a quick shrinking
A lonesome, brooding land, the home
En Route.
B. C. governments have guaranteed from the North, an awe of its huge,
Bill blew a smoke ring over his head of a vast and seldom-broke- n
silence.
Long since Hazel had become aware the company's bonds away up into mil- silent spaces, which could so easily
nd watched it vanish np toward the
"Bnt there's 11 kinds of game and
engulf thousands such as they and still
roof beams before he answered. fur In there," Bill remarked thought- that whatsoever her husband set about lions,"
, dusky
doing
remain a land untamed.
he did swiftly and with inflex"Well, little person," said he, "that's fully. "And gold. Still, It's a fierce
"Be a great thing for this country
very true, and we can't truthfully say country for a man to take his best girl ible purpose. There was no malinger- say, where does it cross the Rockies?
what's the general route?" Bill
that stern necessity Is treading on our Into. I don't know whether I ought ing or doubtful hesitation. Once his
Hazel gets a terrifying glimpse
mind was made up, he acted. Thus, asked abruptly.
heels. The possession of money has to tackle It."
of the ruthless way of the wil"Goes over the range through
never been a crying need with me.
"We couldn't be more Isolated than upon the third day from the land stakaway
pass.
She learns that the
from
From here It follows
eastward
derness.
the
fint I hadn't many wants when I was we are here," Hazel argued, "If we ing, they bore
great wide spaces of the north
playing a lone hand, and I generally let were in the Arctic Look at that poor clearing, across a trackless area, trav- the Nachaco to Fort George, then up
are merciless to those who make
the future take care of itself. It was woman at Pelt House. Three bables eling by the sun and Bill's knowledge the . Frasef by Tete Juan Cache,
Hew she learns the
mistakes.
through the pass, then down the Athalways easy to dig up money enough to born since she saw a doctor or another of the country. .
lesson la told In the next Install"Some day there'll bo trails blazed abasca till it switches over to strike
buy books and grub or anything I woman of her own colorí What's a
by
governa paternal
ment.
Edmonton."
wanted. Now that Tve assumed a cer- winter by ourselves compared to that through here
"Db-huh,- "
Bill nodded. "One of the
tain responsibility. It has begun to And she didn't think- - It so great a ment" he laughed over his shoulder,
Well,
dawn en me that we'd enjoy life bet- hardship. Don't you worry about me. "for the benefit of the public But we modern labors of Hercules.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
ter If we were assured of a compe- Mr. Bill. I think It will be fun. I'm dont need 'em, thank goodness."
we've got to peg. So long."
tence. We won't stay here always, a real pioneer at heart The wild
Philippines Population.
The buckskin pony Hazel bad
"Our camp's about fita miles ahead.
rtu pretty much contented just now. places look good to me when you're bought for the trip In with Limping Better stop In and noon," the surveyor
Government officials recently esti
So are you. But I.know from past ex- -' along."
f George ambled sedately under a pack invited, "if It's on yonr road."
mated the population of the Philip
bedding,
containing
light
a
clothes
reerlence that the outside wll grow
and
reward
B1H
pines
due
at slightly mere than 9.500,000,
for
She received her
"Thanks. Maybe we will,"
wore Alluring as time passes, You'll that, and then, the long twilight hav- shelter tent The bleak horse, NlgRer, turned.
the Island of Luzon having about one-hal- f
gat toaesonte far civilization.
It's the ing brought the hour to a lateness that be of th cocked ear and the rolling
the numbetk .
his hat with a.
The snrvexes

.

MIDDLE AGE

grippe which lasted
all winter and left
me in a weakened
condition. Kelt at
times that I would ,

'

read of Lydia E.
Finkaanrs v e gotarutb e Compound
what it did for

I

1

women pas sin g
tnrougn uie iDange
of Life, so I told my
doctor I would try
I soon began to
it
gain in strength
and the annoying
. n jm rill.
appeared and your Vegetable Compound
naa maoe me
I do all my own housework. I cannot
recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vega- u. r
hitrhlv ta women
.,A
through the CBatigejpf Lif e.
MrslrRANK rlENSOlf, 1316 ST Orcbade
St, Urbana, III.
Women who suffer from nervousness,
"heat flashes," backache, headaches
and "the blues" should try this famous
root and herb remedy, Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound.

w,

Heal Itching Skins

With Cuticura
SospK, Ointment 2550, TMenmS.
"ch fr of ''Q'tcT. Deyt. 1, Bmtesa."

All drnnlnta:

E
STOMACH
A GREAT SUCCESS

iation Board Tries EAToNiSi OS 1'
Wonderful Stomach Remedy. '""-- i
and Endones It

i

be"

P"

Ud

tsa.

Judge William

f.

Chim-

ben, who UIM EATON 10 M
a remedy lor ton of appetite and IndiseaUon, la
Commlatloner of the 0. S.

Board of Mediation and
Conciliation. It la natural
for him to expreee hlnuelf
in suarded languase, re
there ie no hesitation in ula
pronouncement retarding
pne Tame oi jtAiumu.
Writing from Waahlngton.
D. o., to the Katoiue itemed? Co., he saya.
"1ATONIO promotes appetite and
'
aide digestion. 1 have need it with
beneficial resulta."
Office workers and o then whoiftmneb are
drspepaia, belching, bad breath,
Aartrn to poor
appetite, bloat, and Impairheartburn,
ment of general health. Are yon, ronrself. a
auSererT EATON IO will rellere you just ae
surely as it haa benefited Judge Chamberí and
sbonsands of others.
Here's the eeeret: EATONIO eWeea the sea
at of the body and the Bloat Goes With itt
It Is guaranteed to bring relief or yon get your
moneybackl Ooelaonlyacentortwoadayto
KM it. Get a box today from you druggiee,

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
WORLD

HAS

CHANGED

18.

SOME

Reasons Why Feats of Phenomenally
Strong Men Are Not Likely
to Be Duplicated.
George Hnckenseliiuldt was a pretty
strong man anil many are the tales
told of his
feats of strength.
But' the Russiiui lion was a weakling
compared to a certain man who lived
on the southern coast of Ireland.
It is said of this particular Irishman that when he went Ashing for
whales he ahvnys used a three-Inc- h
d
anhawser for a line and a
chor for a hook. He'd bait his hook
with a couple of sheep, or maybe a
calf, whirl It around his head two or
three times and send it sailing out
into the ocean.
We forget to mention that he usually used an old cannon or something for
a sinker.
Attas used to do a pretty neat llt-tl- o
turn In holding the world on his
shoulders. Hut It must be remembered
that In his time the world wasn't as
heavy as It Is now. There weren't so
many people and practically no heavy
machinery, and big guns and monuments and bridges and Wllbert Robin-so- u
and Bill Taft and others. Kansas
City Star.
The Proper Way..

"I see where photographers are go- lng to form a union In the West."
"I suppose, then, all Its proceedings
and reports will he heard in camera."
'

Post

Toasties

- Evryihirig o
corn tooo oujrvr,
.
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'

nd saves

iho wheat
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Estancia

News-Heral-

SILVERTON

d

PobUshdvrrThimda
J, A. CONSTANT.Editorand Owner.
Entered as second class mutter Janaaryll.
1907. In the postorüoe nt Kstaucla. N. M., under
tleAot of Congress of Marón 8,1907.

DIRECTORY

.PROFESSIONAL

DR. J.

H. WIGGINS

Physician and Surgeon
Located in Dr. Mason's office
Phone 9

Estancia, N.

M.

Santa Fe, N.

M.

Estancia, N. M.

EDWARD P. DAVIKS
N. D. MEYER
ATTORNEYS HT LHW
Estancia office in Farmers and
Bank Building.

Stock-man-

s

Dr. A. W. ROBERTS
From Tahoka, Tex.

Veterinary Surgeon
Estancia, N.

M.

et me save your stock. Calls

answer-da- y

Phone 35.

or night.

Torrance County Abstract Co
A. R. POOL, Manager

ESTANCIA.
-

N. MEX.

.

Fifteen years experience as an Ab
stracter. See us before placing your
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.

S. KING
County Surveyor
D.

Agrimensor de Condado
Mcintosh, N. M.

C. J. Amble
Physician and Surgeon
Office practice and
of Eyos and Fittiojt of R'aseftB a
Ottict) at Drug Store

MOÜNTAINAIR

Treaties

Spool ally.

N. M.

FRED H. AYERS

6.

m

E. Bwing
DENTIST

E8TANCIA

-

NEW MEX.

Office hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Office in Ayers building

W. DRAYTON WASSON

Willsracticein all Courtsof RewMexico
NEW MEX.

Also V on right hip,
Cross on right shoulder, XX on left hip.
Ranf;e 6 miles north
1 mile west of Lucy.
Notify Mrs. S. A.
Edmonds & Sons,
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above
branda strayed from range.

Raymond 1. Sanchez
General Merchandise
Waeon Yard

All Kinds, of' Feed
Land for Sale
Chílilí, N. M.

ESTANCIA LODGE NO.

28

I.O. O.F.
Meets every Wednesday night over
Farmers and Stockmens Bank.
All
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend.
C W. Archer, Sec. N. D. Strong, N. G.

Ghas, Sawey

Agent for

CONTINENTAL

HND

OILS

Gas

ESTANCIA

(

.

1--

'

Attorney at Law
ESTANCIA

-

-

to4 tSOp rn
NEW MEXICO

Offlae hours 9:90

one-hal-

or

Attorney and Counselor at Law
ESTANCIA,

COUNTY DEMOCRATS

The Democrats of Bernalillo
Some light frost reported in county held their convention
this neighborhood on the night of Monday for the election of dele
the 6th. No damage done, but gates to the state convention at
It was decided to
it put people to cutting corn and Santa Fe.
f
send 48 delegates with
beans.
Miss Fay Hubbard of Cedar vote each and was voted to send
unin
Grove is quite ill with fever. the delegation entirely
Mrs. Hubbard is also on the sick structed as to any candidate.
Col. D. K. B. Sellers was hon
list
ored by receiving the largest
Miss Nettie Grassham of Cad- vote cast for any one delegate.
do. Oklahoma, is visiting her sis- "ter, Mrs. Henry Ligón, of Cedar
Grove vicinity.
ORIARTY
Mr. and Mrs. Shaw and" son, From the Mori arty Messenger.
George Woodman's father is
Will Shaw, wife and baby, Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Clark and son, Mr. here from Wichita, Kansas.
Mrs. Scoggins ' is quite sick
and Mrs. Lofton, Mrs. Jack Long
and son Jr. and Mrs. Grassham with tonsilitis. were callers at the home of Mr.
Leonard Shockey left Bethney,
and Mrs. Will Powell Sunday Oklahoma, - last Thursday for
afternoon.
Camp Pike, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Kutchin and
Miss Holder of Albuquerque
Sunday
with opened school at Barton Tuesday
Mrs. Roland spent
Long
and with ten DUDils.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
family.
Mrs. Chas Howelí bad to take
Connie Riley and Miss Wilcox her little grandaughter to Albuwere car riding in this vicinity querque Tuesday for treatment.
last Sunday.
I. N. Meeks and family have
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ligon and moved here from Artesia, M. M.,
spent
the
Miss Nettie Grassham
to make this their home.
dav last Thursday visiting P. T.
Miss Lucille Longino is home
family.
Grassham and
on a visit. She has been attend
Nute Goes called at the Kutchi- ing a summer school at the Uni
n, home on Sunday last.
.
. .
versity.
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
Russell and
Mrs. Margaret
Frank Miller, who has been quite Mrs. Daniels went to Albuquer
ill, is able to be Bitting up again. que Thursday for Mrs. Daniels
Mrs. Johnson and sons were to take osteopath treatment.
visitors at Estancia last Saturday.
Mrs. C. PV Doeling entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Will Powell and a few of her friends to a turkey
son Clarence, Mr. and Mrs. Will dinner last Sunday. Those presShaw and son, Mr. and Mrs. J. ent were Mr. and Mrs- Greenfield,
H. .Long and son attended church Mr. and Mrs. Anderson, Mrs.
at the Baptist church in Estancia Brecklein. Mrs. Daniels. Mr.
Sunday night.
Holdridge, Miss Mattibel Gilbert
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
and and little John Kobert Burton.
children visited Mr. and Mrs. All spent a very pleasant day.
Strong Sunday.
Closing Out Sale.
Miss Inez Stevens of Texas is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Bud ChanNew furniture going at a great
Miss Inez has been in bargain. Jome in. valley j;ur
dler.
niture Co.
California for some time.
Misses Mildred Milbourn, Ila
For sale, collapsable reed go- Bradshaw, Martha and Sara cart. Worth the money. U. W.
Buckher and Myrtle Chandler Bay.
are attending school at Estancia
Mrs. Cleofes Romero is looking
this term again.
business matters in Las
after
Fred .Kutchin lost a nice fat Vegas.
calf one day last week. George
J. R. Wash has been appointed
Merrifield lost a nice heifer also.
village-- clerk in place of Leo
build-iFred Kutchin has been
Douglas, who is now or soon will
gr-assisting S. B. Douglas to be one of our country s diplomats,
build his new. residence on the
OLane and J. R. Walling
section just west of Antelope have C
bought
an interest in the
Springs.
Campbell Garage. The business
Mrs, Ben Young says she is will be en arced and macninery
quite lonesome now since her installed to handle all classes of
granddaughter,
Verna Davis, wordv
has gone home.
Aleiandro Baca has received a
Cards were received from Pri- $50 bond subscribed and paid fcr
vate Roy Miller and Sgt. Harvey by his son Antonio B. Baca,
B. Steele th.at they had arrived
who is in the service in France.
over seas safely.
This son also sends part of his
Mrs. Ligon and sister,. Miss pay to his father.
Nettie Grassham were ; enter
For rent, close in. good bean
tained at the home of Mr, and farm, 5 2 miles west, 1 mile
Mrs. Gordon in the foothills.
south, to right man, or will sell
or trade for good cattle. Theo
LUCY
Barnhart.
Special Correspondence.
Rapkoch has gone
When G. O. Carruth left last to Mrs. Marie
Santa Fe where she will enter
week he said:
Arkansas or a hospital.
bust."
Miss Fay Hubbard, whose illNice progress is being made
correspondon the Mattingly residence with ness is mentioned in
reported very low
W. 1. crown as chief carpenter. ence, is
Dr. Amble writes that he will
Boyd Bros, shipped a car of
from Chicago about Occattle last week, and Messrs. return
Dean and McHan a car of horses tober 5.
FOR A WEAK STOMACH.
each.
The great relief afforded by ChamC. H. Miller sold out to A. R.
Tablets in a multitude of cas
Dean and moved to the Heal berlain's
baa fully proven the great value of
place. Mr. Dean moved in at es
this preparation for a weak stomach
We are glad to have him and impaired digestion. In many cases
once.
this relief has become permanent and
and his family as neighboir.
sufferers have been completely reE A. Vestal has bought out J. the
adv
stored to health.
A. Robertson and his sister, Mrs.
Interior,
of
the
Department
'
L. L. Wilmot.
We understand
United States Land Office.'
that Mr. Robertson is to move to
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Bisbee, Arizona, while bis sister
September 6, 191$.
will go to their mother in Ten
Notice is hereby given that the State
nessee.
of New Mexico, under the provisions
of June 21,
G C Bigelow had a birthday of the Acta of 20,Congress
19K), and the Acts
1898, and June
on the 6th inst
Quite a crowd supplementary
thereto, has made apof "old folks" came to wish him plication for the following described
many happy returns. If you bad unappropriated public lands as indembeen there you. would not won nity school lands.
No 8378, Serial No 03C415.
der that we are wishing our- NWList Sec
Sec.
28, N Sec 29, NE
selves some returns about once 30, T. 7 N. R. 11 E . N. M. P. M.
a week with the same bill of The outdo ae of this notice is to allow
persons claiming the land adversely,
fare chicken and dumplings. all
or desiring to show it to be mineral in
salad, cake, fruits, etc.
character, an opportunity to file obSchool opened Monday morn jections to such location or selection
and receiver of the
ing with two teachers, and 58 with the register
States Land Office at Santa Fe,
pupils present. The trucks were United
to
and
establish their'in-tereMexico,
New
a little late. Owing to their betherein, or the mineral character
ing new, they got too hot to run thereof.
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
as they are expected to later. No
Register, U. S. Land Office
schedule being established it
was necessary to wait on some
of the pupils several minutes. A WORD FOR MOTHERS
Several patrons and friends of
It is a grave mistake for mothers to
the school were present and tren- - neglect their aches and pains and suffer
eral speechmaking was indulged in silence this only leads to chronic
in.
Doubtless there was more sickness and often shortens life.
good advice given in thirty minIfwork is tiring, if your nerves are
utes than will be heeded in as excitable, if you feel languid, weary or
many years.
depressed, Scott's Emulsion will

'

Ji.60 per yaar n advanee

lubaeription

BERNALILLO

Special Correspondence.

LUMBER

-- COMPANY

UNDERTAKERS AND
LICENSED
ENBALMERS
Calls answered day or night

Closing Out Sale.

New furniture going at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Furniture Co.

prove a wonderful strengthener.
, It possesses the very elements to
invigorate the blood, nourish the
nerves and build strength.
Every druggist has Scott's. Try it.
Sett fBewee. llkionn.ld. U. J.

D. W. Toth is back from Corona, where he has been for sev-er- l
weeks executing some paint"

ing contracts.

State Bank Report.'
No.

..

19.

Beoort of condition of Bstancia Saving Bank
at tistancla. iu the Stele or New Mexico, at
theclo-eu- f
business on Aim. 31, 1918.
KKSOUHCK8.

Loans and discounts

,

Overdraft, unrocurod

U, H. Hnuda uwned and
unpledged
Value of bnnking house (if
unincumbered)
...
Furniture and Fixtures
Seal estate owued other
than banking home
(a) Net am' uut due from
Natiouel Banks,
14.353,21
(b) Net amount due trom
reserve bunks
Not amount due from bauks
and bankers (other tbau
included in 10 or II)
(a) Outairtechesks
$1,954.77
(b) Piactioual
curronoy,
nickels end cent
284.21
Coin and currency

$173.403.25
2,663.71
336.22
6,334

79

3.377.53
402.86

14,351.21

283.81

-

?,!I8.88
8,255.00

Total
$206,631,36
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock Paid In
$25.000.00
8,1)00.00
Surplus fund
Undivided Profits
$4,425.11
(o) LeB current
expenses, interest and taxes
paid
2.7118 02
1,685.49
Demand Deposits:
Individual deposits sab
i t to cheek
Cashier's checks outstaud- inn450.60
..
5.016.34
State Deposits
County
31,087.55
Total of demand deposits
Jioms Zi, 3, 2H, HU, ;u,
M2.
31,
118.527 90
Time Deposits (payable
after 30 days . o subject to
30 days or more nntico) :
'
23,417.97
Certificates of deposit
(b) Notes and bills redis- counted olsewhere than
5,000.00
at Federal Reserve Bank
Bills payable, inolu lingob- ligations- -' represen'lng
money borrowed
20.000.00

V

The Branch House is the place in

the packing organization where what
the packing plant does for you is put
where you can use it
Both are the natural result of

'

growth and development in the living
thing they belong to.
Swift St Company Branch Houses
are located in distributing centers all
over the country. They are fitted
Out with refrigerating equipment to
keep meat cool, sweet and fresh.
Each one is in personal charge of a
man who believes in what Swift &
Company is doing for people and
wants to help do it
They are directed by men who
have spent years learning how to get
better meat cheaper to the places
where it is needed.
Meat is shipped to the branch
houses direct from the packing plants
in Swift & Company's refrigerator
cars, in such quantities that it can be
disposed of while fresh and sweet.
Your meat dealer comes here to
buy your meat for you unless someone else can treat him better then
we can.
So you need the branch house in
order to live well; and the branch-housand the packing plant need
each other.in order to be useful to you.

$206.631.36
Tolal
Srete of New Meiic County of Torrauce. bb
Wo, A. J . Green, President, and J. 8. Kelly.
CHshier of t ho abovo named bauk, do solemnly
swear that the above statement is true to the
best of our kncwledgo and boliof.
A. J. Green President.
i. 8. Kelly. Cashier.
Correot Attost:
A. J. Oreen
J. 8. Kolly
H.F. Bhelton
Direotors.
Subscribed and swjrn to before metfhis U
day of September, 1918.
(Seal)
Ralph G Roberson,
Notary Public,
My commission expires March 28, 1922.

FOR PUBLICATION

U.

Department of the Interior,
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

.

M.

August 26, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Lundy
M. Malhis, of Mcintosh, New Mexico,
who, on Julv 3, 1913, and May 10,
1918, made homestead
entries, Nos.
019299 and 023726. for t
and the
14
, Section 17, Township 8 north,
8 east,
Range
N. " M. P. Meri
dian, has filed notice of intention to
Proof, to establish
make final three-yea- r
claim to tbe land above described, before Neal Jenson. U. S. Commissioner,
at Estancia, New Mexico, on October
10, 1918.

Claimant names as witnesses;
John Vanderford, W. T. Ensminger,

L. H. Spencer, G. B. Gates, all of Mc-

intosh, New Mexico.

DELGADO, Register.

FRANCISCO
FP9 6LP10--

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
,

July

acter thereof.
9 12

e

Santa Fe, New Mexico,

Swift

20, 1918.

Notice is hereby given that the State
of New Mexico, under the provisions
of the Acts of Congress of June 21,
1898, and June 20, 1910, and the
supplementary
thereto, has
Acts
made application for the following
described unappropriated public lands
as indemnity school lands:
List 8285 035806 for NeM NEM Sec.
10. NH NWM, SEJf NWM and K
SWM Sec. II, NW& NEy, SEySEM'
andSJésWM Sec. 14, T. 8 N. ; R. 9
E., N. M. P. M. i
The purpose of this notice is to allow
all persons claiming the land adversely,
or desiring to show it to be mineral in
character, an opportunity to file objections to such location or selection
with the Register and Receiver of the
United States Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, and to establish their
interest therein, or tbe mineral char-

815

a Branch
House?
r

s

'

NOTICE

What

&

Company, U.

S. A.

Protect Your House
xFrom

the hot weather, and call

D. W. TOTH,

The

Painter

Autos, Sign and Piano Painting
A SPECIALTY

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register, U. S. Land Office.

Soldiers Need Sugar!
the

man sugar is not a luxury, but a necessity. Warfare is the
When the call for action comes the men must
respond at once, and often they must keep up for long periods the most exhausting efforts with the briefest respites. Sugar is a food which is quickly
converted into heat and energy. It also provides the necessary flavor to
make the soldier's ration in the field palatable. Sugar makes quick energy.

TOhardestfighting
work there is.

-

SAVE SUGAR FOR THEM!
If we Haven't Got it, We'll Get It

For You

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange

Bran
eorn Shop

Sorn

Buy Now
Prices will Advance

A. T. COCHRAN
orders given prompt attention
n
iiiiiiiihiim
iiiiBTimn

LO CAL --ITEMS
One room house for. rent.

Ida

Mr. and Mrs. J.
and niece, Mrs. Eugene Fisher,
spent several days in Albuquerque during the past week.
Hiram West Sr. came down
from Moriarty yesterday, He
says they wouldn't let him register at Moriarty, and he wanted
to see if he could get by here.
íhe Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange have received
the equipment for testing cream.
They will receive cream and issue checks for it on the spot.
For sale, big work team, 1300
pounds each, pair mules, Ford
touring car. nearly good as new;
runabout Ford good as new.
Will give time, on approved note.
Also 10 head of good bulls. A.
J. Green.
J. M. Caddy will sell September 25 some registered Shortnorn
cattle, also gome grade cattle,
milk cows, horses, implements,
etc. Terms of sale and particulars will be announced next

Smalley.
Red Pigs for sale. Call on B.
R. Senter.
For sale, two lots in Estancia.
Wm. Dow, Tajique.
For sale, a Whiteface bull, and
a few milk cows. B. L. Hues-SeeTurkey Red winter wheat
for sale. Frank Laws, Mcintosh.
Julius Meyer and family of
Willard visited in Estancia Sunday.
Miss Winnie Riley is one of
the teachers at Willard the ensuing school year.
For' rent, good bean farm,
farmed last three years. In- qtuire at this office.'
Lost, gold locket and chain,
Reward for
with initials R. C.
week.
return. Mrs. Chas. Sawey.
For Sale, yearling and
WelJ improved ranch
and
Hereford Bulls. -- The stock, good grass, worlds of good
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N. water, for sale or would sell
M.
,
stock and rent to responsible
arty.
to
f
and
Lease and improvements on EstanciaOnehigh school. miles
Inquire
school land for sale, 8 miles west
tnis office.
A. J.
6 mile3 south of Estancia.
.
James
W. A. Marshall was over from
E. A. Erwin, 8 miles north of his ranch south of Negra, Monday.
"Moriarty, will have a sale Sept. He says he has grass in spots,
He is goitigjaaik to Okla- and his cattle are doing fairly
18
well.
He says farther that the
homa.
most expensive critter he has on
The annual conference of the the place is the flivver.
M.
E. church for this district
J, D. Curry from west of Mc
will be held at Santá Fe, Sept.
intosh was in town Saturday
21 and 22.
with the same old smile on his
For sale or trade for anything face. He says that he is going
that I fan use, one registered to get young again, because his
saddle stallion a grandson of son will leave about the last of
the Great Electrite. J. S. Clack, the month to join the Military
Tajique, N. M.
Training corps at the State Uni
' N
The Albuquerque Chamber of versity.
offering
prize
of
a
is
Commerce
Dr, Amble of Mountainair has
$25 for the best design of an em- gone to Chicago for several
of
use
for
blem and trademark
weeks
work.
the New Mexico Bean Growers' He will inreturn in time for the
Association.
of
classification
under
the
work
Mrs. Amble
Light showers have continued new registration.
him but will visit in
to fall in scattered localities dur- went-witing the past few weeks, but gen- Kansas before going on to Chi
erally it is getting quite dry cago.
again, and it is certain that winJ. W. Corbin, manager of La
ter will be upon us with very Lomita
Farms Co.. received
short range on an average. It is Tuesday
from the factory at San
reported that the mesa country
California, a
in the south part of the county Leandro,
caterpillar tractor for use
has very fine grass, but that is
work. He is sending
the only large area in the county in farm
a 25 horse-powtractor
of which this is true. There was back
brought in last year. Tractors
a light frost Friday night, but of
this size are all right for
not sufficient to do any damage. California,
but they are entirely
L. O Bachmann reported the
rainfall for August at El Bosque too small for the Estancia Valley.
The highest tem5.22 inches.
Sept-21- .
"The Mother Instinct."
perature, was 76 and the lowest
44.
Pastime. .
,
M.

d

one-hal-

post-gradua- te

h

BEANS!
--

New elevator, built to handle beans only, soon
completed. Will be ready to handle your beans when
'
you are ready.

DON'T BUY SACKS
We will buy from you In the bulk and furnish
sacks ourselves. No need to invest your money in
high priced sacks.

Get Our Bids
8

THE TRINIDAD BEAN
JOHN C. B1XLER.
MOUNTAINAIR,

ELEVATOR GO.
Manager,

NEW MEXICO

It is thought that the Pall
M. E. CHURCH
.
amendment to the draft bill, perM.
E.
Churdh Sunday, September
mitting boys eighteen to twenty-on- e At
lyio.
to make homestead entries loin,
Sunday school at 10 a. m., Ira L.
at any time after registration Ludwick, Supt. A special invitation is
and susnendintr rpRirfpnrp re extended to everybody who is not atSunday school elsewhere to atquirements until after discharge tendingSunday
school at the Methodist
tend
irom tne service, will not be op church.
posed in the House.
The pajtor will preach both mornincr
and evening.
Subject tor U a. m., "The Relation
A. J. Green was in Albuauer- que last Thursday when the the Church Sustains to the Present
Crisis."
notary (Jlub in a body attended a World
Subject for 8 D. m. . "The Macedon
banquet given at the State Uni- ian Cry."
versity.
Instrumental and special vocal music
Mr. Green attended
be rendered at both services.
as a gueBt of 'Max Nordhaus. willThis
will be
he last service in the
The guests were told that every- - Methodist
church during this Confer
tning on the table except the ence year. The Annual Conference
bread and coffee was produced win be Held at Santa fe, beginning
Tuesday evening, Sept. 17th, continuon the University grounds.
ing over Sunday.
The pastor will leave for Conference
0. P. Turner and son and J. Tuesday
noon.
H. Marbell have been here visiteverybody win receive a hearty wel
ing old friends during the past come to all services
Sunday.
week.
They now live at Dem-ing- .
1 here will be a special official board
If conditions look favorable
church meeting Monday afternoon,
Mr. Turner may come back in and
Sept 16th, at the Methodist church at
the spring and try it on his 2 p. m. Everybody will be welcomed.
homestead again.
Joe Romero left Wednesday to
Mrs. Theo Barnhart has re- resume his school work at Denturned from her trip to Hannibal, ver.
Missouri where she spent three
J. S. Kelly, cashier of the Esweeks at her old childhood home
very enjoyably with old friends tancia Savings Bank, attended
and amid childhood scenes. Her the bankers convention in Santa
sister, Miss Hattie E. Stone, Fe.
came home with her for an inNotice to Customers aud Friends
definite stay.
Wfeare prepared to take care of
Col. Sellers of Albuquerque is
out as an active candidate for uour LIbertu Bonds, Thrift and
the Democratic nomination for War Savings Stamps, without cost
governor.
Uol. sellers is the
to uou. Bring or send them
surf, of man who would make a
and Stockmens Bank of
good governor, and he is also the
sort of man who is likely to get Estancia.
what he goes after.
For Sale or Trade
T. N. Russell had been em
ployed by the Lucy school board
A new Diano, also a bean
as principal of the Lucy schools, thresher, 8 miles west and
but it is reported the county mile south of Estancia, on Ludsuperintendent dissaproved the wick farm. J. G. Sloan.
contract, and he will go to
Mr. Dye takes the
Chama.
State Bank Report
place at Lucy, and Miss Ander
No. 70.
son of Willard is one of the teach- Report of condition of Farmern anil
Batik at KBtaucin, iu tho Btnte of New
ers there.
Mdxico, at the olose of butjiuose on Aug. 'Al,
J91S.
RESOURCES
Hon. Trinidad Romero died re Loans anil tliwjouut.8
$10?.6tl1.5r
cently at his home in Las Vegas Overdrafts,
1,47P.:H
llUBi'etireil.
i.wui'il
U.
S.
and tin- Honda
at the age of 83. In his prime nlmlirnil
310.00
114.71
on U. P. Huntls
he was prominent in politics and Prmniuni
2M.71
Tithnl IT. H. Knmla
one of the 'wealthiest ranchmen (a) Vulus of banktuir bouso
3,502.98
(il uueucuiurflreu
in the state.
He took a home Furnitnre
92.50
a.
and FixturrB
amount due from
stead near Estancia and lived NotNational
5,12:1.25
Hanks
here several years. Mrs. Robert N.'t amount),
due from ro- hnrik-5,155.61
8&1.36
Taylor was his , daughter, and (a)nnrvA
OutBide checks and
UHsli ltoms
1,1.11
Cleofes and Raymundo Romero (b)utnnr
currency,
Fractional
were nephews.
101.73
1.ÍU.10
ninkftls anil cents
3,217.11
Coin aud currency
any,
aaeots, if
Accrued
A hearing was had before U. Other
1,500.00
Interest, postage, tfev.
S. Commissioner Neal Jenson
$124,772.96
Total
yesterday on a charge against
LIABILITIES
$ 25,000.00
Slock Paid Iu
D. D. Smith of making a false Capital
5,000.00
STrplus fund
pronrs
i.,.iiriu.,
affidavit in support of the ques- umllviuou
current espouses,
1,768.92
tionnaire of his son, Harry E. (clinLess
crest and taxes paid $l,2a:l.!il
Deposits, subject-tThe government was Individual
Smith.
,455.37
check
of deposit due
represented by Deputy U. S. Certificates
S.020.00
days
in lei's than
42.50
Marshal Delgado, and the de- Certitiod
Chocks
l.:1.20
Clicckaoutstandinir
The Cashier's
fense by Judge Wright.
5,101.77
State dopoaits
01 demaua
oposita,
complaint was dismissed, no Total
Items 27, 2S, 2S, U0, HI,
Sl.IWy.si
S3. :il
evidence having been produced
16,04:1,20
Ortilicates of deposit
in support of the charge.
Total or time deposits,

J. N. Burton and Neal Jenson,
president and cashier respectively of the Farmers and
Stockmens Bank", were in Santa
Fe several days during the past
week attending
the bankers
meeting.
vice

C. E. Bigelow, cashier of the
Mountainair State Bank, and J.
M. Pickel, cashier of the Torrance County Savings Bank at
Willard, attended the bankers
convention in Santa Fe.

STRENGTH

SERVICE

We have combined Capital and Surplus $35,000.00,
rance County. We are a member of the

the largest in

Tor-

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM "
Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secut?
feeling;, so much desired during theBe abnormal months. You are contributing to the success of the Great United States Banking System,
when you bank with us.

,

MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE

Combs and Brushes
We have a large stock of combs of all kinds
and sizes, and brushes of all kinds and sizes. '
Don't put up with old broken articles in these
lines when you can get nice new ones at
reasonable prices.

Estancia Drug Company

mers

Shoe Special

2

We are making special

cut prices on all
Better see
us before buying anything in the shoe line.
IT WILL PAY YOU

grades of shoes to reduce stock.

i

Romero's Store

Just Received
Large shipment of Dry Goods, Silks, Plaids,
Serges.
Also shipment of Armor Plate

Hosiery.
Don't forget we have Red Seal flour

-

112,

Emma Romero. Anna ' May
Berkshire and Aileen Roberson
will tro to Santa Fe the last
of the week, where they wiH
enter school at Loretto Academy.
-

Rex Meador and family leave
today for Datil where Mr. Mead
or takes the foremanship of a
large ranch.

September 17, "Dizzy
Heights and Daring
Hearts." Pastime.
Another Abstract

10,84:1.21)
:ki. 37
Items
Bills payable, including
representing
22.0ÜO.OO
money borrowed
$124.772.96
Total
State uf Sow Mexico. County of Torrauce.ss :
President, and Neal
Wn. C A. Kiirrnas.
named bank, do
Jenson. Cashier, of
solemnly swear that the above statement is true
to the best of our knowledtre and belief.
C A. Burruss, President.
Neal Jenson, .Cashier.
Correct Attest ;
J. N. Burton
Willie Elirin
Albort Abbott

KEMP BROS.

I

dee,Brothers

Director.
Subscribed and sworn to beforo me tbis 9th

day of Sept.,
My

.

191S.

commission expires Juno

,

MOTOR CAR

Notary Public.
7.

1922.

ESTANCIA AUTO CO.

Notice.

Account of oeing plumb full of
business and unable to get com
petent help, Roberson Abstract
Company, incorporated, will for
the present discontinue making
abstracts ot title to property ti
tie to which antedates the de
struction of the records by fire.
Ralph G. Roberson, Secretary.
Closing Out Sale.

'

Cattle Salesman and Farm
Will do work
Sale Auctioneer.
any place. Terms reasonable.
Also agent for Dr. Franklin's
Will sell you
Kansas vaccine.
the medicine afcd idminister it
for the price you would pay for
he medicine. It is claimed that
one dose will immunize for life.
Will be administered according
to latest and best methods.

- For

Sale, or Trade.
Lumber, coal and grain business in (rood town and rich sec-

tion of California, for sale, or
will trade for land in Estancia
Stock and property inValley.
Inquire at
voice about $5,000.
this office.

Agents for Torrance County.

Here Is a message to
suffering women, from
Mrs. W. T. Price, of
"I BufPublic, Ky.:
fered with painful... ,
she writes. "I gov down
with a weakness In my
-

New furniture going at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Fur
niture Co.
J. P. PORTER

Women !

A Strong

Parts, Supplies and. Repahs

Bank's Friendship

tack and limbs... I
felt helpless and discouraged...! bad about
given up hopes of ever
being well again, when
a friend Insisted I

Haa been tlifl Baviug factor in many a man's business car Mr,
Such friendships are do( formed in a day, howeTor, they require the ripening
influeuce of time.
Make this batik your friend aud ally now, then when the crucial tint airiros
in your business, it will know you and rour history well enough to give assistance.
This truth is as important and useful to the individual as to the bnalneu man.
Call in and we will be alad to explain at any time the advantage in a banking
connect ion

Take

We pay 5 per cent on Time Deposits.

'

Torrance County Savings Bank

'

I

5

Tonic

I beran Cardul. In
short while I saw a.
difference . . .
marked
I grew stronger right
elong, and it cured me.
I
I am stouter than
have been In years."
If you suffer, you can

appreciate

t.

I

1

Willard, New Mexico

"The Bank of Personal Services"
Tiie Woman's

Í

what ft

means to be strong and
well. Thousands of women give Cardul the
credit for their good
health. It should help
' you. Try Cardui. At all
druggists.
- B--

Neal Jenson

0
0
0

U. S.

-

Commissioner

Land Office Business of all - Kinds Transacted,
Fire. Ufe. Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged.. Residences and
Farms for Kent.

L.

Estancia, New Mexico
1BCM

S

0

o

ESTANCIA

géady to Remm

memm wounded

NEWS-HERAL-
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Wtra Nw.pr
Bar silver,

.

x A wlfci-S- 7
J'

JrM

ii

Iff

nafcgr,--.nafc-

-

ar-.-

$24.00.

Arliona,

dy.

m
T

a
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sending their drills through the earth
as fast at drillers can work within
the next thirty
Shipments from the Maintop ore
body ( the' Jerome' Verde are to be
Preductioa win ee at the
resumed.
rate ot approximately twenty tons a

hvrftrrsou

I

a proNational Association of Manufacturers,
gramme has been worked out by the surgeon gendischarge. On the hosto
army
Is
calculated
which
eral's office of the
pital ship and In the
who
every
United
States
of
the
soldier
to
insure
reception hospital on
comes back from "over there" minus an arm or
Ellis Island there will
a leg, blind, deaf, or otherwise handicapped, a
special officers
be
better chance of reinstatement as a useful memwhose duty it will be
ber of society than was afforded to any of the
to ascertain all the
soldiers of the alUes in the first two or three
available facts about
, personal
years of the war.
each man's
social status,
ability,
"Germany alone, the only nation that was preand similar data on
pared for this war, had included detailed plans
which to base a judgfor the reconstruction of maimed and mutilated
ment as to the particsoldiers In its war program from the beginning,
ular form of
and, under Its autocratic system of government,
best adapted to
has been able to enforce these plans, with the '
his needs.
result that every crippled German soldier, is pat
Fourteen of the gento work at some useful occupation with the slightVffT77X?CAfB
f-- sft
being
eral hospitals
est possible delay after his injury. The allies
constructed by the war
have had to evolve their general plans as well
department In as many
rv
as particular methods out of the bitter experience
different sections of the United States are to be
of war, in this as in other phases of the great
where the
hospitals,
used as reconstruction
conflict, writes Frank Parker Stockbrldge In New
V
M
nlalmed may be restored to their fullest usefulYork Times.
ness. To each will be attached workshops, where
It was not until after the United States en'
at
&
least the rudiments of different trades may be
1917,
May,
to
v
be
war
exact
In
i
that
the
tered
practiced; gardens and farm land for outdoor
there was anything like a complete exchange of
1
i
i
..iitfrr
work, and every possible facility for encouraging
experiences and principles evolved from them in
the cripple to do his utmost toward
respect to the war cripple. Out of the first InterHere, too, wili be centered the work of the
allied conference on reconstruction and
"reconstruction aids," a corps of instructors in
of the disabled combatant, held in Paris May
physical training, specially trained' for the work
8 to 12, 1917, at which delegates from the United
of drilling crippled men In the fullest use of their
States surgeon general's office sat for the first
w
remaining muscles, to the end that they may
i? ri?
i
time as representatives of their nation at war,
exercise their faculties to the utmost The decame an international Interchange of knowledge
gree to which the stump of an arm or a leg may
and Ideas concerning the war cripple. At a secbecome mobile and useful has been carefully calond conference, held in London last November, a
culated as a result of French experience; it i
permanent interallied committee was established
surprising to a sound man to .discover how useful
which will have its headquarters in a new perhalf a forearm, for Instance, may become. The
manent Institute for the disabled, endowed by
aids is being recruited
'
corps of reconstruction
the French government with 150,000 francs ($30,-00from among men and women instructors in gym-- :
for building and equipment, and maintained
nasties under the direction of Miss Marguerite
by annual appropriations of 80,000 francs ($6,000)
Sanderson of Boston.
each by the different allied nations represented.
The fitting of artificial members to replace missAlready this clearing house of scientific and
ing hands and legs has become almost a science
economic Information for the benefit of the war
in itself. Wonderful results have been achieved
cripple has done invaluable work in enabling the
in Europe with marvelous and complicated hand
warring nations to profit by each other's experibetter chance than be
industrial unit perhaps
mechanisms that enable their wearers to perform
ences and mistakes. Not the least valuable conhas ever had before.
almost miraculous feats. For most crippled soltributions have come from American sources, our
One of the most Important means of Instilling
however, the simpler" forms, variations of
dlers,
army surgeons having had opportunities for comthis vitally Important lesson will be through the
the plain hook or the various forms of clamps forg
parative observation of methods in vogue in difaen," themselves criputilization of "cheer-u- p
holding tools, are much more serviceable as work-inferent countries denied to those whose nations
ples, who have lost arms, legs or sight, and who
hands. A specialized body of surgeons is
had been actually at war for three years. The
have, nevertheless, made good. Plans are comof
. studying the whole subject under the direction
United States, therefore, will begin its work of
plete for the employment of a large corps of
Surgeon General Gorgas, with a view to fitting
restoration with the accumulated experience of
these "cheer-u- p
workers ;" they are being
artisuch
may
need
who
. every
American, soldier
nearly four years to build upon.
through the aid of the Red Cross institute,
ficial aid with the type best adapted to hla
the National Association of Manufacturers, . inThe first steps toward reinstatement to a
needs:
civilian
surance companies dealing with Industrial accistatus, and by far the most important
The general plan of reconstruction work condents, and from the ranks of Canadian and Britsteps, must be begun almost immediately after
soldier or
ish soldiers who have suffered mutilation In this . templates caring for each disabled
the soldier receives the incapacitating injury
sailor In the reconstruction hospital nearest his
civilians.
war and are again
and carried on continuously and cumulatively
former home. The plan of vocational rehabilitaEventually, unless the war comes to a much
throughout the period of his hospital care.
tion contemplates training him to do something
earlier termination than Washington is figuring
This is especially true in the case of the solas nearly like his former occupation as possible.
on, our own army will provide a supply of "cheer-u- p
dier who has lost a Umb, or who has been blinded.
' For Instance, n' Journeyman carpenter who has
men" from the graduates of the reconstruction
One of the most important lessons gained from
lost an arm may be trained into a good superln-- '
hospitals.
These workers are to be attached to
the experience of the allies, if not the most imcan be done by
the base hospitals, the hospital ships that will ' ' tendent of construction. If this he
portant, is that the problem of the restoration to
will have an
placing him in a school where
usefulness, of the crippled soldier is a psycho- - . bring the incapacitated soldiers back to America
opportunity to learn how to read blueprints and
for treatment, and to the general and special
logical one, even more than It is surgical or
will be
a
school
specifications,
such
understand
hospitals on this side. s.
economic. The experience of the French authorito
men," ' found. So far as possible, existing schools are
Supplementing the work of the "cheer-u- p
ties, who had to deal with a terrific proportion of
.,, be utilized; most of the large industrial organizawhose function is to demonstrate both orally and
mutiles in the first two years of the war, was
tions already maintain technical schools for their
yisu&Uy that a cripple Is far from useless, will be
disheartening.
Fewer than 17 per cent of die-- ,
employees, and these and other similar Institubooks, pictures, motion pictures, and other exabled soldiers expressed a desire or even willingtions will be opened to the discharged crippled
hibits calculated to inspire the will and stimulate
ness to learn how to do useful work. A large
And while the soWler or sailor is under--:
proportion had "lost their nerve" at the same
the ambition of the injured man. In the surgeon' soldier. such
he will continue to re- going
general's office a wonderful book la being comtime that they lost their limbs or their eyesight
to which he. la
' celve the disability compensation
piled, under the direction of one of the most
most of them felt that they bad done enough or,
entitled under the war risk Insurance act If the
famous of American surgeons, In which the life
their country that the nation owed them their
advice of those who have studied European exliving without effort Because facilities for the
stories of hundreds of maimed and crippled men
perience Is taken, any pension to which he may
-.
handicaps
told
in
ocare
.
who have overcome their
early employment of patients, even at trivial
the nature and
Profusely illus- ' be entitled is to be based uponupon
simple but convincing fashion.
cnpatlons, were lacking In the military hospitals,
his earning
extent of bis Injuries and not
trated, copies of this book will be available for
they had acquired the habit of idleness which,
when once fixed. Is almost Ineradicable.
the perusal of every crippled soldier in the hos- . capacity.
Both the reconstruction hospitals and the genpitals. Motion-pictur- e
films showing crippled men
The experience of France differed only In deeral scheme of rehabilitation in all probability
gree from that of the other allied nations.
who have undergone almost every conceivable
To
will be open to civilian employees of the governform of mutilation, performing useful work for
avoid a similar experience, and not only give
ment injured in the discharge of their duty, and
every crippled soldier the best possible chance
good pay, with and without the use of artificial
under certain restrictions Ihe vocational remembers, are being prepared by the Red Cross
to become
but to insure that he
habilitation may be made available for any perInstitute and elsewhere for exhibition to the
avails himself of the opportunity thus afforded,
son Injured in any civil employment under condl-- ;
maimed soldier as early as he is able to see them.
the psychological and economic rehabilitation of
tlons to" be established by the rehabilitation board.
every American Incapacitated by his Injuries for
To Insure against the habit of Idleness, proviOut of the emergency of war, therefore, there will
sion Is being made for the employment of every
further military service will begin with and go
' .crippled soldier at some form of work as soon . thus develop a permanent asset for peace, a long
on parallel witn nis pnysicai renaDiutatiou,
step toward solving the problem of nutting the
as he is able to use any of his faculties. Special
which. In turn, will be a process not merely of
nurses, male and female, are being trained as . industrial cripple as well as the war cripple back
. "patching
up," but of the actual development to
.
on the pay roll.
"bedside teachers," to give the wounded man a
their utmost usefulness of all the injured man's
start at employing his faculties before he Is able
remaining physical powers.
CHEERED HIM UP.
to leave his cot The things he does at first will
The first reaction of the man who has lost a
necessarily be trivial In their results, but they
limb Is utter despair. He Is "done for," In his
Caller I sentyou a poem about three weeks
will be required duties, gauged to the man's caown estimation. "Nobody has any use for a crip
ago. What have you done with It?
pacity and strength, and leading to his future
ple," Is the way In which nine out of ten express
,
Editor I'm holding it. Every little while lately
who
man
career as a crippled civilian. Thus, the
it. I'nlcss he is a man whose former occupa1 get to thinking
that we are not getting out as
upon the . has mst his right hand will be taught to use his
Hon lias been mental, not dependent
good a paper as we ought, and then I take that
left for the things he was accustomed to do with
no ray of,
iw of bis physical energies, be seesImmediately
poem and see how muctr-wor- se
the sheet -- night
his right; the stenographer who has lost a hand
hope fur his own future. Unless
be, and that makes me cheerful again.
Say,
will learn to operate a typewriter with one hand
rertJW. this state of mind quickly becomes fixed
how much'll you take for ltt
not so difficult a feat as It may seem. - As the
So- - the first step tomi nil but irremediable.
hla
leave
to
a
cripple becomes
convalescent able
ward rrhnhllitatioa, which will begin almost as
FORCE OF HABIT.
bed, more work will be required of him. By this f
soon as the Injured man come out from under
"Where you goln't Charlie," asked a friend of
time he will be on the hospital ship, on his way
the anesthetic, is what they are terming In the
an old horseman who bad kept up with the pace
By
back to the "United States, for every wounded
work."
surgeon general's office "cheer-u- p
soldier who cannot be quickly restored to active ! of civilisation and had bought an automobile.
every menus that can be devised 'Joe cripple is to
?
"Ob, I'm Just out to let the crlttur stretch her
soon
country
as
to
this
service will be sent back
Ih crmrinreil that bis rase is not hopeless, that
legs a bit and take the kinks ont of the gasoline,"
as be can be transported, for further treatment or
ni tus chances of becoming again a useful
ke

nr-

cattle.

Five carloads of manganese ore are
resorted ready for shipment from the
gurmeister mine at Agua
Bunker
'
: .'" '
Fria.
'."'J.''
,
The Holbsook Oil Company will be

HE problem of putting the cripor disabled . soldier or
ple
sailor back into
civil life is one with which
all the European belligerent nations have been struggling for

iTn

11.01V,.

Tungsten concentrates, unit,

- Number of Large and
Well Equipped Hospitals

v 'undis'seA.-".-

'

J

i

'
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DENVBR MABKBI,
Union Nam SarvlM.

Prices for Metals.

Has Already Begun in a

BiTemrrTi

':

Copper, $S8.62tt.
.VS.
Lead,
Spelter, I8.G2M. '

-

LATE

WMtarn Nawspmpsr Union

Reconstruction "Work

nartlal success In Its solution.
Based upon the combined experience of the allies and the
central powers, studied at first hand by a corps
of specialists, and supplemented .by
research under the direction of the Red Cross
Institute for Crippled and Disabled Hen, and the

'

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

MINING AND OIL
NEWS

--

;'"

WESTERN

-

day.

At Jerome the' riser tie' connect the
Maintop ore body with the' 1.10O level
baa been completed and ore1 wot be
extracted from he- - 9W audi atoró
' '"'.
soon.
A large body of manganese- ores
have been located in the Flarshaw district, between the Hardshell, Hermo
sa and Bullwhacker groups. In the
midst ot a bunch of manganese pro'
ducers.
.'
Colorado.
Steady work Is going forward at tih
Silver Queen mine at Kokomo.
At Leadvllle 'wrk has been resumed at the Anderson tunnel on
Prospect mountain above' Blrdseye;
The lessees at the Gray Eagle on
Carbonate hill have Just encountered
a new body of manganese on the 600-folevel.
In the Montezuma district considerable activity Is being displayed by
and lead-silvthe lessees of silver-lea- d

properties.

At the Chrysolite property on Fryar
hill, lessees have opened a body of
silver-Iro- n
ore assaying 46 per cent
iron and 5 ounces silver.
The upper Yankee Doodle property,
one of the mines in the Cramer combination, on Carbonate hill, Leadvllle,
Is producing a heavy tonnage of manganese.
Placer mining, both high bars and
dredging, In the Breckenrldge district,
is in a prosperous condition, and the
are beusual large summer clean-up- s
ing made.
.
The new drift on the Matchless (Tabor) property on Fryer hill has
reached a large deposit of stiver-bearinfeet
iron at a depth of ninety-tw- o
from the surface.
y
McKln-leIn Gunnison coanty William
and Arthur L. Pearson have been
for some weeks prospecting in the vicinity of Mosquito gulch for graphite,

Pat steers, grassera, choice
,
$14. 0016.0d
to prime
Fat steere, arassers, good
to choice
It. tOH.50
Fat Metre, . graeaere, (air
11. 00911.60
to
10.60
v 00
icucit, prime ....--..- .
9.75
Cowi, fat. cood to choice.. 8 00
t- 00
8.75
Cowl, fair to aood.. . . . . .
Cowe, medium to fair..,..
8.00
7.00
7.00
Cows, uanners .........A
.00
OU1JB
.000 7.(0
y
Il.0061S.00
ai ceivee
. , .
10.00 11.60
Feeders, 7..
to choice
aood
, .1
I .. .
8.760 Í.6D
. . . L i ' ! ' '.
HnnU.i
8.60 9 0.60
jiiuice.
?uuu tolu aood;
.8.003 1.60
. . .
Stockers, medium to fair.
7.000 1.76
Hogs, li
Qood hogs
M.M

..............

.tl.5

Lambs ...
Ewes . . . .
Yearlings
Wethers .,

.816.751917.6
. 11.00
. 14.00 914.7i
. 1S.769

!.
!.

HAV AND CillAM MARKET.
F. O. B Denver, Carload Prleev

liar.

Colorado Upland, per ton.. $18.009 1T.0
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 16.009 100
riMine nay, coioraoo ana
IB. 0091
Nebraska nr Inn
Timothy, per ton.
17.0091
per ion
miaua,
wv'
South Park, per ton
18.0091
Ounníaon Valley, per ton.. 17. 0091
per
Straw,
ton
Grain.
Oate, Nebraska. 100 lbs., buying...!
Colorado oats, bulk, buying..
.Corn chop, sack Belling,.
Corn In eack. selling
umten feed, sacked. Belling
Bran, Colo, per
100 lba., selling...
viour.lbs., sacked
Hungarian Patent,
Í8
subject to discount
Hungarian, 48 lba,, sacked, subject
to discount

..........

l'OULTRT.
'
Dressed Poultry.
The following prices .on live poultry
nut v r vt
ir.
Turkeys, fancy' d. p.
.80 ' 98
Turkeví oM toma
84
Turkeys, choice
..
nena, 10
Ducks, .young
..87
Oeese ..
it
.16
Koosters

96

EJve Poultry.
Roosters, lb
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
;
Hum
Ducks, young
Ducklings, lb
Sprtugs
,
iieeee
Broilers, 11, to I lbs
Eega. graded No.
Á Denver
Ekhs. graued No.
B. Denver

10
88

28
-

SIX.

K'l
il
87

26
10
88

Eggs.
1 net, F. O.
8 net, F. O.

Batter.

Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
41
Packing stock

Frail.

Apples, Colo., box
Peaches, crate
Pears. Bartlett, box
Pears, cooking

49

948
85

Il.60ffl2.50
1.1091.60
8.769 8.60
1.7698.2s

Vegef skies.
12.00
Beans, navy, cwt
8.60
beans, pinto, cwt
IS
Beans, uma. id.
Beans, green, lb.......... 109
lSta-11
Was beans
09
Beets, Colo., dos. bunohes.
169 1
aad were rewarded for their efforts Beets,
new, cwt
1.60
by locating a nice vein near the mouth Cabbage, new Colo
1.159 1.50
86
Carrots, doe. bunohes
809
of the gulch.
Carrots, cwt
4.00.
Cauliflower, lb
89- - 10
Celery, homegrown", dos.v
6tt 46
Montana.
60 9
78
Cucumbers. H. H., dos....
269 26
Anaconda Copper Mining Company bettuce, curly, dos
doa,
Onions,
table,
259
80
produced 24,900,000 pounds of copper Onions, cwt
1.609 8.50
16
In August compared with 25,400,000 in Parsley, dos
1.25 9 1.76
Potatoes, new, cwt
July and 25,800.000 in June.
26
Hadishee, long, hothouse.
109
' 169
15
Radishes, round
- Although the wonderful power drills
08 5
Spinach, lb
07
drilling
have all but eliminated hand
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb. 089 06
cwt
1.00
e
competition still Turnlpe,
in mines, the
Turnips, Colo., dos. bunch 169 10
exists among the miners. At a picnic
held at Butte two Cornish miners, the
buscbi.i.anb:uus mahkets.
Bedell brothers, drilled a hole twenty-seve- n
Metal Prices.
incheB deep
and seven-eighth- s
New Tork. Lead J8.05.
In Gunnison granite, a Colorado stone,
Spelter East St. Louis delivery,
.00.
during a
shift. This Is said $8.80
. Bar Silver 21.011.
to exceed the previous record by sevCopper I28.62H.
Tungsten, concentrates
Unit, 814.00.
eral inches. Gunnison granite is the
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten
concentstandard rock for use in such
rates. 40 per cent. $20.00922.50
per
'
25
per cent, $12.00912.50; 10 per
unit;
cent, $.40912.20.
Chicago
I.lve Stoe Quotations.
New Mexico.
Chicago. Hogs Butchers,
218.459
Work Is progressing on the oil well 20.80; light. $18.65920.85;
packing,
818.4091tl.25:
rough, 217.75918.35; pigs,
near Aztec.
good and choice, 218.25919.00.
A hard rock formation has been en
Cattle Beef
cattle,
$10.50918.80:
stock cows 'and heifers, $8.009
countered In the oil well near Colum- butcher
14.50; canners and cuttera, 87JÓ098.15;
etockera and feeders, $8.00914.00: veal
bus, which causes slow progress.
calves. $17.76 918.50.
The Sinclair Refining -- Company of
Sheep- - Lambs, choice ' and prime,
Maine, $8.000,000 capital, has been ad- $17.50918.20; medium and good, $18.00
917.50;
$12.10913.60;
ewes,
mitted to do business in the state with choice andculls,
prime, $11.75918.00; medium and good, $10.25911.75; oulls, $4.00
headquarters at Tucumcarl.
91.50.
Production of the mines, in the Gallup section have shown a marked in- Butter, Eggs, Potatoes aad Poultry.
Chicago.
Butter Creamery, 429
crease during the past fortnight, and 461sc.
it is the general consensus of opinion
Eggs- Firsts,
89940Hc;
ordinary
among mine owners and workers that firsts. !74f.18Hc; at mark, cases included, 85939c.
It Is largely due to the plea which GovPotatoes Minnesota, early
Ohlos,
$2.2092.25; do sacked. $2.40
ernor Llndsey recently made' for a bulk,
2.46; Wisconsin, bulk, $2.0092.25: do
speeding up on patriotic grounds.
.
sacked, $2.2592.35.
Poultry Fowls, 29Hc; springs. 30c
E. M. Barber, Las Vegas represen
tative of the Carter Oil Company of
Kansas city' Produce.
Kansas City. Mo. Butter Creamery.
Tulsa, Okla., announced that his comeeconds, 44Hc; packing. 37c.
pany had secured a lease of 90,000 47c;
Eggs FirstB, 40c: seconds, 86o
Poultry Hens, 241c; roosters, lío:
acres of the Las Vegas grant for oil
drilling purposes.
The contract be- springs, 26c; broilers, 26o. tween the Carter Oil Company and the
New York Cotton Prices.
,
New Tork. Cotton October, 16 10:
grant board calls for a thirty-dain
85.55; January, 36.61- March.
spection ot the land, and If oil Indica December,
35.87; May. 36.32: middling, 88.20.
tions are satisfactory, drilling to begin
Unseed.
not later than November 1.
Duluth. Linseed. 14.37.
HIDES AND PELTS,
r
Wyoming.
Dry Flint Hhtes.
Glenhurst Oil Company's well on sec
Pound
no
tion 81, Big Muddy field, soon will be Butcher
Fallen, all weights, Nos.l and 1 flat'sgo
Bulla and stag. Nos. 1 and 1 flat.... 16a
drilling again, according to reports.
je?
Culls and glue hides
Baited hides, 2c to 3c per lb. leeV
The Basin country, twelve miles
one-ha- lt
to two-thirnorth ot Greybull, gives promise of be theHoraehldes
price of green aalted.
coming a highly productive oil field.
Dry Flint Pelts.
pelts, butchers and mur' According to the United States Geo Wool
rains together
44 9 47o
logical Survey, Wyoming's oil produc
Short wool pelts
29940a
shearlings, No. 1
27930a
tion In the first halt of this year Butoher
No. 2 murrain shearlings
129140
amounted to 6,774.060 barrels, com- Bucks, saddles and pieces of
pelts
is
pared .with 4,360,153 barrels in the
Green Suited rtldes, Bte.
Heavy cured. No. 1 (over I5
first six months of 1917.

a......

Tnc.RAT.n

SKIRTS ARE TO
SWEEP INSTEP
11, nf
Vnnr Vrtf If Tf la Mffl,M,1é
economy and conservation In respect
to a brand-nefashion that Is hurled
at us oat of the blue. Yet the com- binatlon Is not only possible but often

times satisfying.
What Is called the new skirt was
advanced last December In America
by American designers- ,- and It had
been exploited here for house gowns
six months before, so It Is not new,
....
1
..hlMl AAMAAMnnAH
might be called a purely American
although the house that exploited
,k tw iuc eveuiua; o uuucr wits fiiruug- est French Influence. However, It was
an Independent action and nad nothing to do with inspiration from Paris.
The second American house that
started the long skirt for the street
acted In an Independent manner. This
skirt was not taken up, although It
was constantly worn by the woman
who designed it. We are rather slow
to catch on to a new fashion, but when
we do like It we overdo It Therefore
It la likely that the long skirt will become an accepted thing. In mass, before Thanksgiving.
This prophecy
may be wrong. It Is no time to forecast anything In any quarter of Ufe.
But the propaganda for the long skirt
Is sinking deeply Into the hearts of
women and spreading itself far over
'
the continent.
"'
Mind you, these skirts are not according to the Unes that we have worn.
Sometimes they are straight, but often
they are slightly draped upward at the
back, and there Is a growing tendency
to make a skirt, exceedingly narrow
and sweeping the Instep, and then a
' draped tunic,
which Is a quick reminder of the pullback skirt of other
days.
So, you see, the designers are kind
to us after all. They provide a new
skirt and a new silhouette, but they
do not compel you to buy a new gown.
She who has money and little leisure
will purchase the new garment; she
will find It possible to arrange the new
Idea through the combination of an
old frock draped Into a tunic and a
new skirt narrowly cut at the hem.
Conservative women are delighted.
They abhor the short skirt, which,
through our usual extravagance In
overdoing things, has resolved itself
Into Scottish kilts.
Facing the New Season.
August Is a serene or stormy month,
as you look at It. You may determine
to wear "whatever" clothes, faded and
shabby, until the first frost demands

FOUND

'I

-

Broad silk Hercules braid i used In
conventional lines across the front of
this akirt of thin blue serge. The sides
ara treated in an. unusual manner.
They are slightly full from armholes
to waist; are held down by braid over
the hips, and then flare into plaiting.

a warm frock ; but If yon do this you
are not making the best of things. You
will find that all about you women are
extraordinarily keen about their appearance today.
Those who were
sloppy have become careful ; those
who were shabby have become smart ;
those who were unstylish have pulled
themselves Into the picture of the
hoar.
Clothes have undergone the same
transformation as everything else In
America. Economy and conservation
are the keynote of dressing, but only
the very Indifferent or the overburdened and morbid woman Is careless
tit her appearance.
The word "morale' has become the
foundation atone of this war, and

Pershing Paid for Pig.
The French papers ilrljgttt In anLEMON JUICE
ecdotes of the good relation between
the American soldiers and the peasTAKES OFF TAN
ants. One of these stories, with which
General Pershing's name Is coupled.
Is printed this week..
: "A
big American automobile tore
Girls! Make bleaching lotion
through a French village on its way
to an American camp," says a Lyons
if skin is sunburned,
paper.
"Unfortunately a pig belongtanned or freckled
ing to an old peasant woman strayed
Into the path of the car and was killed.
: Squeeze
the juice of two lemons Into The old lady was heartbroken.
But a
a bottle containing three ounces .of few days later a letter came for her,
Orchard White, shake well, and you inclosing a check for 100 francs, and
have a quarter pint of the best freckle, saying how sorry the writer was for
sunburn and tan lotion, and complexion the death of her pig.
beautlflcr, at very, very small cost
"The signature was that of General
Your grocer has the lemons and any Pershing."
drug store or toilet counter will supply
three ounces of Orchard White for a Makes the raundreaa happy tint's Red
few cents. Massage this sweetly fra- Croat Bag Blue. Make beautiful, clear
grant lotion Into the face, neck, arm white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
and hands each day and see how freckDon't Shoot Live Pigeons.
les, sunburn, wlndburn and tan disapAny pigeon In (lie air may he a carpear and bow clear, aoft and white the
skin becomes. . Yes 1 It is harmless- ,- rier pigeon flying from a loft under
government supervision.
Its destrucAdr,
tion may be a serious loss to the
army.
American
All ptrsons, thereOur Darner's in Use.
are urged to refrain from shoot; "Darri
a cutworm I" ejaculates nn fore,
exchange. Let the cutworm mend" his ing pigeons and to discourage the practice of hunters and of children.
own ways, say we.o-Bos- ton
Tran-

vi

U

"I was recently breaking In a squad
of raw country negroes," remarked
Captain 0
, stationed at a Virginia
camp not far from Washington, "and,
despite their and my good Intentions,
it was not proving the easiest task In
the world, since most of them knew
much better how to follow a band than
military rules. This particular group
gave me a lot of hard work and I
kept pretty close watch on them. One
night I decided to give my sentries a
surprise visit, but had not got far on
my rounds when I was stopped with
a peremptory:
"'Haiti Who goes dar J
"I gave the word, but was again
brought up with a sharp: 'Halt agin I
I wants to know who you Is I' .
" 'Your commanding officer,' was my
answer, which did not suffice, as my
entry came back quickly with:
"'Dnt's all right, sub, but Is yon
got de right to go tralpsln'roun' camp
at dls ungodly time o' night?
" 'Don't you know whether of not I
have such a right Y I answered him
sternly. 'It's your business to know.'
"'Excuse me, Cap'n, but I- - was'n script.
I
quite sho',' he said and in a perfectly respectful tone 'an' I axed you fer
Before and After.
says
"Parks
he was first attracted
Infohmatton when I wanted to know
ef you did have de right to go prowl-I- n' by his wife's voice."
"And now he is distracted by it"
roun' dis here camp like er harit

women, who nre keenly emotional,
hold on to it as to a life rope- - Tbey
must not be morbid and they must
not be shabby. Optimism must shine
from their faces and their clothes.
This Is a part of their burden, and

(ghost)r

'"".

Keep Yourself Fit
Ton can't afford to be laid op with
ore, aching kidneys in these days of
hiffh prices. Some occupation
bring
kidney troubles; almost any work
makes weak kidneys worse. If you feel
tired all the time, and suffer with lame
back, sharp pains, dizzy spells, headaches and disordered kidney action, nse
Doan's Kidney Pills. It my-v- e
attack of , rheumatism, dropsy, or
Bright' disease. Doan's have helped
thousands back to health.

Case
A Colorado
Jctenson,

0.

-

KX

EL

Sterna;.
"Expos,
and hard work caused
my kidneys to weaken
I suffered for several
years with pains in my
my back and I had a
lot of trouble In stooping over or straightening1.
I took a couple of
boxea of Doan's Kidney
Pills and they cured me-,
of this miserable allwtent and I have not:
been troubled In this
way for the past two;
years."
Grt Dosa's Any Store, 60c a Bmm
St.,
Platte says:

Colo.,

DOAN'S "f iVJuT
FOSTOUULBURN

CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.

WANTED

THE
ADDRESS

OF
After a man hustles until he secures
a political job then he assumes the Monies, Herbert, Cora, Ella, Sarah and
role of nurse.
Emma Frederick, nephews and nieces of
VeLancourt Northrup, late
Dexter,
How very easy are some of the tasks Miotaigan. Estate for settlementof Address

we Imagine difficult

W. S. MESICK, Attorney, Petoskey, Mich,

"He got his answer, and I am sure
of one of my sentries at least"

Honest Advertising.

Modern Military Balloons.
Great improvements
have been
madeln the construction of kite bal
loons In the past two years, according
to Henry Woodhouse, the leading
American
aircraft authority.
In
Everybody's be says : "The old de-

sign based on the original German
drachen balloon was sausage-shape- d
and could stand little wind above 30
miles per hour. The present design
used by the allies, and to some extent
by the Germans, is based on the design of Captain Cacqou of the French
army. It Is pear-shape- d
on one side
and has three huge fins, one on each
side and one underneath the aft end
of the gas-baOn the ground these
fins give it the appearance of a huge

Unusual cape In black and white
satin. It hangs loosely over the figure
and la pulled upward in folds, sarong
fashion, and fastens at the waistline
with a loose girdle. It Is lined and
piped with white satin, and the unusual cape is also of white satin. The
deep cuffs are fastened with jet links,
the mass of women have risen to It,
as women can be depended upon to
do In any national emergency.
Capes Attract the Popular Fancy.
There Is small hope for a top coat
these days. Its career was abruptly
ended when capes became the fashion.
Foreslghted women Indulged In the
loose, picturesque cape two years 8go
and clung to the theory that It was
the comfortable and suitable type of
covering for a frock or a suit. The
shops Anally took .up the theory and
offered loose wraps at all prices, from

elephant

"This type of military balloon Is
much steadier and safer than the old
type and can stand a wind of up to
60 miles an hour. They are from TO
to 80 feet In diameter, and have a
hydrogen capacity of from 20,000 to
25,000 cubic feet".

There is no diminution In the fash-IoThe economical woman finds
that a fresh new covering can bide
a faded or dusty gown and give one
a feeling of
In public
places.
The new capes are suitable
for coat suits as well as frocks, end
their fabrics run the gamut. Satin,
georgette crepe, all the heavy Chinese
silks, striped and plain taffeta, broadcloth, velour and chiffon are chosen.
Now the top coat has become a part
of a costume, and It even permits a
cape to be worn over It- It Is rather
fascinating as a redingote.
It re
solves Itself Into this kind of garment,
crepe
Is
when
of
or ex
chine
but
it
de
tra soft satin it is slipped over a se
verely plain chemise frock of another
color and forms a polonaise.
These, new topcoats follow the path
blazed by the jackets that belong to
suits. In that thejr do not fasten In
front.' In fact, they do not pretend to
even meet In front. They are broad
enough to reach across the chest and
waist, but the fashionable trick Is to
push the fronts back until, they are
almost under the arms. In order that
a broad expanse of the frock may
show.
Do not run over this Item as an insignificant one. It Is a fashion that
was begun in Paris five months ago,
when the first warm weather broke
Into being, and It has ruled since then.
In America we are just beginning to
take it up with any enthusiasm, and
by the time we have established It as
a fashion our cold weather Will make
us bring the fronts óf our mats together and fasten them snu&ly from
coilarbone to hips.
If one uses a jacket, long or short,
as a redingote the need for fastening
will not present Itself, for the cold
weather will bring in the cape of cloth
or fur, with its huge collar, and one
may wear any kind of costume beneath it. Herein lies its value to the
economist.
The Pompelan black and white combination is brilliantly done in capes
that are worn on the street as well
as to evening affairs. The body of the
cape Is of black satin, and the decorations are of white satin. The weather
Is hot enough to permit these thin
fabric capes to be worn during an
the waking hours. They cover a multitude of bad details In a gown that
could not do service If exposed to the
searching sunlight.
(Copyright, 1918. by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
.
The Use of Fringe.
Fringe is much In evidence for trimmings and Is very effective in some Instances. . But one must admit that the
flowing capes, bordered by long, sweeping fringe, which have been mnch on
view this season, are for from artistic.

'I'MlS is a topic

because so many people are inclined to ex- -all hear
aggerate. Tet has any physician told you that we claimed unreasonable remedial
properties for Fletcher's Castoria? Just ask them. We won't answer it ourselves,
we know what the answer will be,
That it has all the virtues
that was claimed for it in its early days is to
be found in its increased use, the recommendation by prominent physicians, and our
assurance that its standard will.be maintained.
Imitations are to be found in some stores and only because of the Castoria that
Mr. Eetcher created. But it is not the genuine Castoria that Mr. Fletcher Honestly
advertised, Honestly placed before the public and from which he Honestly expects to

".. The British Officer.
A young American soldier, writing
home to his mother, and referring to
the British officer, remarked that he
always thought of him as a monocled
dandy, tob effeminate for hard usage;
but never again. He fonnd him cool,
resourceful, and unaffected In danger,
taking his dally hazardous duties as
a matter of course, and setting an example to his men, and a solicitude for
their welfare, that inspired the utmost
confidence in them. It Is no new picture, but fittingly portrays his character, for generations past Toronto
Mall and Empire.

we

now-a-da- ys

-

to-d-ay

receive his reward.

Ifet Contents lSPlridThmnJ

More Women Dentists?
Dentistry as a profession may have
few attractions generally, especially
for women. Nevertheless, It does afford steady and. In many cases, highly
remunerative
work, candidates for
which cannot but be reduced In number by the exigencies of the war. A
certain branch of dental work known
as dental mechanics offers a field
which seems peculiarly suited to women, or, at any rate, to those who have
the natural dexterity and fineness of
touch usually possessed by them.
Dental mechanics do not, of course,
extend their training to the surgical
side of their undertaking,
though
those qualifying as dental surgeons
have to be adequately expert mechanics the greater includes the less,
here as elsewhere but the work la
fairly lucrative and distinctly regular,
so that It seems certain that more and
more of It will fall Into the hands of
competent women In the future.

-
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ALERT

Captain Satisfied No Enemy Would
Oct by the Colored Soldier WKb
Challenged His Commander.

$16 to $120.

1
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China May Restore Canals. - China, In Hs pressing need for transportation facilities, is considering the
e
system of
restoration of Its
canals, of which there were at one time
60,000 miles within the empire.
Centuries before the Christian era the
great rivers of the celestial empire
were- diverted- - from their natural
courses to form these ancient waterways.
No Proof.
Bacon I see a statement In the paper that the Chinese cultivate odor-

less onions.
Egbert But bow can they teU they
are onions, then?
Not This Year.
"What If baseball closes for the season T"
"Nobody can deny that we might
have won the pennant" Louisville

t

Extracts from Letters by Grateful

Parents to Chas.
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Long Undersea Tunnel Planned.
Plans for a railway tunnel, costing
Exact Copy of Wrapper,
approximately $7,000.000. and extending more than seventeen thousand feet
h
under the sea for about
of
Killing Burdocks.
Its length, have been made in Japan.
An experienced gardener says thnt
The bore will pass beneath the Mojl
way
good
of exterminating burdocks
i
straits, connecting Shimonosekl and Is
to cut them off close to the ground
Dalrl, making possible a junction with
before they go to seed, then apply
the railway trunk line' of Kiustm. It Is Just
estimated that five years wilL be re- a little kerosene to the root. He uses
lingcommon machine oil can for applyquired to complete the project
the oil.

'

Children Cry For

H.

Fletcher.

Mrs. John W. Derrick, of Lexington, S. G, says I 'My children erji
for Castoria, I could not do without it."
Mr. and Mis. J. A. Gaines, of Ripley," Terra., say I "We enclose cm!
baby's picture Imping it will indue some poor tirM mothers to give your;
Caitoria a trial. We have csed it since baby was two woeka old." (
Mrs. J. G. Pairoan, of Nashville, Tenn., saya 1 "The perfect health of
my baby is due to your Castoria the first and only medicine be baa takeoj
Ee Is never satisfied with one dose, be always cries for more." ,
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Johnson, of Stevens Point; Wis., lay 3 "When otzrj
baby was two weeks old he cried so much we did everything for him, then
got some Castoria and he is now strong and fat. We would not be without
'
it, and are very thankful to you."

GENUINE CASTORIA' ALWAYS BEARS'
the
Signatura
of

-

Warning Him Off.
Hot Stuff.
He I want to get married. Do yosj
One negro porter was getting enthusiastic over cigars. "Brother," he think I will?
She Don't ask me! Judge.
said to his companion, "when I die
,
I want a box of cigars tucked under
'one arm.
"What kind do you prefer?" asked
the other.
AVERTS -- MXJJEVEaT 1 I
near-Hava"Just nnythlng. A
'
11
.
will do." .
Heal Baby Rashes
i'Near Havana? - Say, when you're
Xhat Itch, burn and torture. A hot
ASTTFrVf
Cutlcura Soap bath gives Instant re- dead for two days you'll think Havana
Begin 1MUawnt NOW
s
thnt
lief when followed by a gentle appli- nsed to he as cold as
Ail matura waraatea
cation of Cuttcura Ointment. For free blow over Greenland's icy mountains."
W taoo C Colraaa.Wua.
samples address, "Cuticura, Dept. X,
All Figured Out.
Boston.'. At druggists and by mail.
Jack took great pride In dressing up
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 60. Adv.
NEW
In his little soldier's uniform and drillM.I 1 sTssa "
ing
with his air rifle. When bis uncle GOODRICHPiala
Friendship means more and at the
I2GI
same time less than any other word In came home on a furlough. Jack,
11. to
on
S Ht '
an
stretching to bis 'full height, with a
ieu
the English language.
17
IV
11X4
KOO
li
170
serious and Important air, told him:
M
II M
it
i
fez.
BJ
Din
tas
Every time a man tries to get some- "Nest year I'll be old enough to go to
D.ao
TIM
H4
4.
an
thing for nothing he gets a little addi- kindergarten, and then the year after
Bblpere can.
All Sim
going
to
I'm
n.KAKINU BOCSK KUHHKR
that
the war."
tional experience.
et?telef
SIT latk sweet
A la Berlin.'
tetases, Cleaestaf,
Government
Free
Lands,
Colorado
"Ray, pop, what is a signal victory?"
slresslat sos callas
While Yoa Can
Let mm Murine for Red-T-7
"In Berlin the capture of one Ameri- Locate Hoenetead
too; m. m, farm lama. Bro eone M
ness. Soreness, Granula- - can with the loss of only twenty Ger- trmcta, SuwkaraviDf
Raiaea warak. oela, rye,
acl
paa,beot,oeton,ctoTM,Uni
barter.
ta. alfalfa.
tion. Itching and Burning mans Is so regarded, my son."
aautaiM. W look and Bod dahlrable - Uon
of the Eyes or Eyelids:
JW47 -CbaraareaaoaalitofaesforloeaUoBa. NeBdSOcallvar
for larga deacrlpUTe map Colorado and full pento-alar- '
After tfi Moviaa. Motarais or Golf
?rillDrop"
No
arrerytol
answer
Dañaran- Any kind of success worth having trod i Sana raf arenco.wlloBla.
win four confidence. Aak Your Dnacsiat
Incorporated inasru
trmde
M U
whoa tout Ere Need Care.
tbf Murta
laws. Be Kara of toe Base. Only onotitcorporaliwl.
never
unexpectedly.
arrives
oToa-an- e
Ooorawj
Co.,
toa
Reanedjr
10H
1011111!
(wnotraav awMer.tww.
Kir
Co, Chlre

'ASTHMAD0T1
HAY FEVER
A

rAltflloi::

in.r

TIRES 40

Y Hill

miC
"f

LESS

DURAN

PROGRESSO

COUCH REMEDY.
CHAMBERLAIN'S
tieth of the price offered by him for
the land, four per cent interest in adThis is not only one of the best and vance
for the balance of such purchase
most efficient medicines for coughs,
Lee E. Brown made a business
fees for advertising and apcolds, croup and whooping cough, but price,
Mr. and Mrs Howard Payne
praisement
and all costs incidental to
trip to Estancia on Wednesday returned home from
it is also pleasant to take, which is im- the sale herein,
"
Roswell
and all of said
portant when a medicine must be given amounts must be etfch
and Xhursday of last week.
- ,
Sunday.
to young children. unamDer.am s iAugn certified exchange deposited in cash or
Rev. and Mrs. J. A. McMillan
at
the time of sale
Remedy has been in use for many
Waltz delivered a sermon
which said amounts and all of
and little son Russell Bain, left at Rev.
years ard has met with much favor and
the, Sunflower school house
are subject to forfeiture to the
on Friday for a short vacation Sunday
wherever its good qualities have be- them
He was acMany mothers have State of New Mexico, "if the successful
come Itnown.
which they will spend visiting companiedmorning.
bidder does not execute a contract
by Mr. Bennett, secgiven it their unqualified endorsement.
'
triends.
Wm. Scruby, Chillicothe. Mo , writes, within tothirty davs after it hue hnor.
retary, of Torrance county Red
mailed
him by the State Land OfTorrance.
alof
have
children;
"I have'taised three
J. A. T. Bearden has accepted Gross, who also made a talk.
but not enough to help the late Emma Kerfoot, Plaintiff,
ways used Chamberlain's Cough Rem- fice, Baid contract to provide that the
a position as operator and .road- crops
nfght
heavy
Last
purchaser
may at his option make pay.
much.
a
vs.
Mae Wright left Satur
edy and found it to be the best for
ments of not less than
master's elerk at th& E.' P. & S. dayWillie
rain fell in the neighborhood of Claude V. Kerfoot, Defendant
of
couerhs. colds and croup.
It is pleas ninety-fivTorrance,
for
afternoon
e
A
NO.
W. station andabas moved his
88.
Scholle and Abo. Some rain fell
ant to take. Both adults and children price at any per cent of the
help
will
she
Mrs.
where
V.
Arnold
Claude
defendant.
To
the
oaid
time
after
the
sale
and
I
always
have
and
My
wife
. family hgie
.
in Mountainair accompanied, by Kerfoot: You are hereby notified that like it.
witn notei worn.
felt safe from croup with it in the prior to the exDiration of thirrv
a complaint has been tiled against you house." Chamberlain s Coueh'Remedy from date of the contract, and to. prohave been one or two
family left heavy thunder and lightning.
and
Frevert
Fred
vide for the payment of any unpaid
District court or the inird Ju contains 'no opium or other narcotic.
cases of typhoid fever in town Monday for the east to look for a
Mrs. G. V. Hanlon left last in the District
balance at the expiration of thirty
of the State of New
recently.
Trancito Sanchez, location. They will make the Friday for Minnesota where she dicial
years from the date of the contract
Mexico, wiihin and for the county of
who has been down with it for trip in
county
with interest on deferred payments at
"STATE OF NEW MEXICO
expects to enter the hospital of Torrance, that being the
in
their Overland
which cause is pending;, by Emma Kerthe rate of four per cent per anuum,
the past three weeks, is now
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mrs. N. A. Jones arrived Sat Mayo Brothers for treatment.
payable in advance on the anniversary
foot. the said DlaintilF.
well on the road to recovery.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
of the date of contract, partial payurday from Tyron, Oklahoma,
The stork visited the home of The general object of said action beMr. and Mrs. Paul Rogers
TORRANCE COUNTY
alimony; and
ments to be credited on the anniversary
been visiting the E. A. Brown last Saturday, the ing for a divorce and for
where
has
she
your
appearance Office of the Commissioner of Public of the date of the contiact next following
who resided here for some time past
that unless you enter
a
boy.
baby
month.
dist,
and
lett
day
9th
before
date of tender.
on
or
the
the
cause
said
in
while the former was in the em
Earl Frevert arrived home
J. W. Campbell and daughter of October, A. D. 1918, judgment will Lands,
The above sale of land will he mih.
ploy of the Southwestern , Rail
Mexico
New
Fe,
Santa
cause
said
you
in
ject to valid existing rights, easements,
went to Juncino Monday where be rendered against
way, left on Wednesday for Car' from Kansas Friday.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
by default.
.... u. nai cifu tcaeXVKUOnS.
Bésente Lueras of Willard and they will teach school this winrizozo where Mr. Rogers will
The name of plaintiff's attorney is ta the provisions of an Act of Congress
The Commissioner nf Pnhii r
ter.
adVV.
postoifice
his
D.
and
Wasson,
Ambrosia
married
Alderete
operator.
were
work as
approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of or his agent holding such sale reserves
W. B. Crawford has purchased dress is Estancia, New Mexico.
of New Mexico, and rules the right to reject any and all bids of
the
The public school opened on Monday morning. At night a
In witness whereof, I have hereunto and State
big
regulations of the State Land Of fered at said sale.
quarter
a
Macario
held
dance
was
at
section of land of P. set my hand and the seal of said DisPossession under
Monday with a full corps of
01
fice,
lianas contracts of sale for the above denewly-weds,
the
commissioner
Fitzgerald,
Mountain-airin
Torres'
honor
of the
north of
trict Court this the 4th day of Septem- will offer at public sale toruioic
teachers as follows: Principal,
the highest scribed tracts will be given on signing
together
.
1918
D.
with the live stock ber, A.
Arnold Garlick; fifth and Sixth
bidder at 9 o 'clock a. m. on Wednes of the contracts.
(Seal)
JULIAN SALAS, Clerk.
Conday. October 23rd, 1918, in the town of
C. M. Pearce
wife made a and crop on the place.
Witness my hand and the official seal
By T. 6. RAPKOCH,
grades, Miss Clara Tipton; third business trip toandTorrance Sun sideration $4,000.
Estancia, County of Torrance, State of the State Land Office of the State '
26
Deputy.' of
'
of the court
in
Mexico,
front
New
and fourth grades, Mrs. Louise day.
Mexico' this 10th day of
The family of T. L. Cant has
house therein, the following described 191feW
Sanchez; primary and first grade,
:
Payne and Otto Col been visiting friends in Moun
viz
land,
of
Howard
tracts
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Miss Mciiahn,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
NEW. SWU
The CaDts
lins went to Lucy Monday after tainair this week.
Sale No. 1276- -S
Department of the Interior
A case was tried in the local cattle.
State of New Mexico.
are now located on a ranch near . S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. SW4, E SW.y, 8 Em, Sec. 9; All of
court on Tuesday, involving two A. Sheehan"'
Sec. 16: E
SWií NEM. SEM. First Publication, July 18, 1918.
Mrs, Los Lp.nas.
wife,
and
Last
Publication,
1918.
20;
EÜ,
26,
17;
Sections
August
Sec.
Allot
September 19, 1918.
Sec.
killmen who were charged with
Notice is hereby given that Otabiano 21.28: EW. Sec. 29; SW1!, Sec. 30;
ing some cattle belonging to Jones and Mrs. Piggott and a Mr,
SWft,
HX,
Mexico,
31;
Tajique,
who,
New
Otero,
of
Sec.
NWW
NJÍ,
EH
William Winkel, who has a ranch Howerton from Oklahoma, mo
DIARRHOEA
IN CHILDREN.
on February 23, 1915, made homestead SWM, SEM, Sec. 33; T. 5 N , R. 11
to Estancia Tuesday.
From the Enterprise.
The imentry, No. 022910, . for seJí sw y end E, containing 4278.05 acreB.
close to Duran. It is understood tored
diarrhoea in children nnn vput
of
windmill,
provements
b
18,
consist
4,
well,
Township
north,
Lot
old
or
section
older you will find nothing better
that trie parties accused were
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Conner re Range 7 east, N. M. P. Meridian,' has tank, corrals,
and fencing, value than Chamberlain's
Colic and Diarr
held awaiting the action of the
turned from California the latter filed notice of intention to make final $3000.00.
hoea Remedy, followed bv a doaa of '
Spceial
Correspondence.
,
grand jury.
part of last week, where they three year Proof, to establish claim to Sale No. 1276- -S
Sec. 35; T. 5 N., castor oil.
It should be kept at hand
Some cold shap last Friday have been
the land above described, before Neal R. 13 E., containing 320.00 acres. and given as soon as the first unnatural
Mr. Conner's Jenson,
S. Commissioner, at Estan- There are no improvements on this looseness of the bowels appears.
night with quite a showing of health, and heforseems
adv
very much cia, NewU.Mexico,
on October 11, 1918. tract.
trost, but it didn't seem to hurt improved. However, they say it
Special Correspondence.
as
names
Claimant
witnesses:
1277-S- EM
SWy,
No.
Sale
was very warm there, and thev
Mrs. Poe from Ennis, Texas, a anything.
Santiago Sanchez, Glovez Sanchez, Sec. 34; SW'i, Sec. 35; T. 9 N., R. 7
P. L Mitchell and Miss Hazel were glad to get back to Encino Florencio
All
sister ot Mrs. Luke Burns, is
The imCandelario, Emilio Otero, all E., containing 360 00 acres.
provements consist of house, barn, and
visiting in the home this- - past Mitchell were quietly married at and our high, clear, cool atmos of Tajique, New Mexico.
$585.00.
value
fencing,
home
the
parents
of
the
bride's
g
sight-seeinphere.
They
country
Most of the
week.
were
over FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
at
Sale No. 1278-- EJÍ,
EXW, SWM Estancia, Like Every City and
Both of which they traveled on their re FP9-5LPPunta Wednesday. She returned last Tuesday evening.
3
SWM, Sec. 1; NJ, NJÍ SWM, SWM
young
people
widely
these
Town in the Union Reare
turn
trip
they
home
to her
Saturday.
stated was very
T. 5 N., R. 14
SEU,
Sec.
2;
SWM,
SJ
known in this communitv and all dry, although there were oc
ceives It.
E. All of Sections 35, 36, T. 6 N., R.
Ewin Williams left for training join
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
in wishing them a long and casional places where crops were
2336.60 acres.
14 E.. containing
The
People with kidney ills want to be
camp Monday, the 2nd.
Mrs.
Department of the Interior,
fencing,
of
consist
improvements
value
successful
life.
married
good;
cured.
When one suffers the tortures
Minnie Williams' youngest boy
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. 810000.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Fletcher
Encino was favored with a fine
will be 18 in January, when he
fof an aching back, relief is eairerlv
August 26. 1918.
above
described
No
on
bid
the
tracts
will be subject to draft with the returned from Roswell last week rain Wednesday night.
Notice is hereby given that Florence of land will be accepted for less than sought for. There are many remedies
other two yet at bme. She has where they went after a load of Mr. Krennawetter and familv jCj. Aooott, or ustancia. Mew Mexico, THREE DOLLARS (Í3.00) per acre, today that relieve, but not permanentwho,
on November 23. 1911, made which is the appraised value thereof ly. Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
given three boys to the service fruit.
moved to the R. C. Dillon resientry, No. 022210, for se.1.,' and in addition thereto the successful lasting
already.
Several of the farmers are busv dence this week, Mrs. R. C. Dil homestead
results to thousands.
Here is
Section 11 and n'4 nwif, n
ne',j, bidder nust pay for the' improvements
proof of merit from this vicinity.
Seth Williams from Chapman these days gathering their bean lon having gone to Albuquerque Section 14, Township 6 north. Range that exist on the land.
borne fields of beans are with the children for the coming 9 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
Mrs. E. E. Chase, 508 N. First St.,
butchered a fat yearling Friday, crop,
Sale No. 1278 A. All of Bee. 10: T.
tice of intention to make final
year 5 N. R. 14 E., containing 640.00 acres. Raton, N. Méx., says:
and several from this community good, some fair and some poor term or school.
''I felt poorly.
Mr. Dillon still Proof, to establish claim tothree
land
the
remaining here to look after bus- above described, before Neal Jenson, The improvements consist of fencing, My back hurt and when I worked long
helped eat it and pronounced it tnis year.
value
bid
$400.00.
No
on
above
fine.
0. M. Butts made final proof iness as manager of the G. W. U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New described tract of land will bethe
accepted in a warm room or had any heavy work
Mexico, on October 11, 1918.
I became weak and nervous. My head
for less than $10 00 per acre.
A. G. Parker and family were before L. W. DeWolf last week: Bond & Bro. Mercantile Co.
Clalmdnt names as witnesses:
Sale No.l279-- Nl.
A little child of Mr. and Mrs.
in this section Sunday.
SE'i. UUSWU. ached and my sight was often blurred.
N. L. Williams, A. J. Green, Albert SEM SW.y, Sec. 32; T. 3.'N., R. 14 Doan's Kidney Pills soon stopped the
Pablo Aguilar died last Sunday
Mrs. Delozia was reported very Specal Correspondence
Oscar W. Bay, all of Estancia, E., containing 600.00 acres. There are pains in my back and rid me of all the
night and was buried in the Abbott,
low Sunday.
Mrs. Early hasn't
no improvements
on this tract. No
Mexico.
Bean cutting is the order of Catholie cemetery Monday.
I
bid on the abovo described tract of other symptoms of kidney trouble..
made any improvement.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
day
the
in
these parts, although
land will be accepted for less than have been entirely free from kidney
Miss May Ballard received a
W- - W. Manning was at home
00
$10
per
tney
acre.
are ripening very spotted phone message from
disorders since and I am confident that
Sunday, having been away all
the countv
Each of the above described tracts the cure Doan's gave me is Derma- Miss Fay Hubbard is quite sick superintendent this week that
week with P. L, Dwight and his
will be offered for sale separately,
GOOD FOR
BILIOUSNESS.
nent."
witn what is reared to be typhoid the Duran school was open for
well machine. "Two years aeo I suffered from fre- - The above sale of land will be sub- Mrs. Miller, vho has been sick her acceptance, but owing to her quent
.
.
B. Snell tendered Jiis resigna
attacks of stomach trouble and ject to the following terms and con- - PV
,
kidneT
Chamberlain's ditions, viz :
Seeing
,
Jz
tion as Sunday school superin for some time, doesn't suffer father being away from home so biliousness.
omeu same that
8 K,dney
Uoan
advertised
Tablets
much
try
pain
concluded
such
to
now
The
recently
successful
but
bidder
looking after oil
must pay to
don't seem to
tendent Sunday and Uncle John gam
I improved rapidly." Miss the Commissioner of Public Lands or Mrs. Chase had. Foster-Milbomr- n
Co ,
interests, we believe ahechas de- them.
much strength.
ny Williams was elected. Mr
Verbryke, Lima, Ohio
adv
his agent holding such sale,
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
adv
clined the position.
Grandpa

Special Correspondence.

amount obtained in this instance

Closing Out Sale.
was $15.70.
New furniture going at a great
Jack Davis brought in a sample
Valley Fur
ot nis Deans today, which showed bargain. Come in.
up some of the largest frijoles niture Co.
we nave. seen.
While they are
not dried out as yet, yet they will
Legal Notice
oe larger than usual.
In the District Court of the Third Judi
Slight showers have visited cial District of the State of New
Mexico, within and for the County
this vicinity the past few days.

Special Correspondence.
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Artman and Mr.
Compton made a trip to Albuquerque the first of the week.
WILLARD
J. D. Curry and Raymond From the Record
made a business trip to the counE A. Selen was appointed vil
ty seat Saturday.
lage clerk at a snecial meetinoThe singing last Sunday after held by the village
board last
noon at this place was a grand
success. - Prof. - Taylor and Mr. month.
Jease and Bennie Meyer went
Wheeler came over from New
Home accompanied by their sing- to Albuquerque one day last
ing class and singing was fine. week to register in the Students
Several were out from Estáncia, Army Training corps of the State
They are eager to
among whom were Mr. and Mrs. University.
George Campbell and Mr. and tae up training to serve their
country and are ready to answer
Mrs. Rex Meador.
J. H. Solomon and J. W. Wood ine can at any time.
J. W. Kooken of Estancia has
drove to Estancia Sunday morning to have an aching tooth eased moved the five room frame house
ot Mrs. M. A. Perrin to a lot ad
lor Mr. Solomon.
Last week's items.
L. H. Spencer was through joining her hotel on Dunlavy
V. B. Manning is the first in
Avenue,
wnen the improve
the neighborhood to begin bean this vicinity the first of the week menls are completed it will be
taking up money for the K. C.
harvesting.
quite an addition to our town.
Mrs. C. J. Early is on the sick
Julius Meyer and family have
MOUNTAINAIR
list this week.
moved up from their ranch near
From the Independent
Lucy to make their home here
P. L. Dwight 'moved his well
Deputy U. S Marshal Mumhv Mr.
Meyer recently bought some
machine from 0. B, Saunders of Albuquerque
and
Santa
Fe
improved town DroDertv west of
Friday, having failerf to get the Special Agent
Hubbard
were
N. M. C. depot, and are occupy
lost bit in the well. He went to here luesday
morning. They ing tne place.
Mr. Smith's where he tvill fish took in charge William
Peabody
for another lost bit.
The town was full of DemO'
on a charge of ha vinar defrauded
Mrs. Medley from Cedar Grove the government of funds, in con- crats Tuesday afternoon holding
is nursing Mrs. Delozia the last nection with the eommissary on ineir precinct convention arfd
few weeks.
the construction train now locat electing delegates to their county
B. Snell and wife called on the ed at Mountainair.
Peabodv convention which will be held at
Buckner family near Willard was given a hearing before U Í?. Instancia October 3rd. The delewere. D. C. How
Thursday.
Commissioner P. A- Speckmann, gates elected
ell. 3. 1. Hodzes. B E. Pedriek.
Paulee Mashburn has recov- where he plead guilty and was J.
L,
Lobb,
H. C. West Carl
ered from his case of lockjaw held to await the action of the Custer, W.
F. Anderson ajid W.
Federal Grand Jurv under a hond
and is back from the Clovis
u.
nursL
of two thousand dollars. Failing
Mrs. Nation and children from to give the bond he was ordered
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Negra, and Mrs. Johnson of Al- committed to the Bernalillo coun- Catarrhal
locml applications, aa they cannot reach
Peabody and a confed- by
buquerque, nieces of Luke Burns, ty jail.
the diseased portion or the ear. There la
one way to euro catarrhal écafness,
Sr., are visiting in the home this erate were charged with having only
that la by a constitutional remedy.
carried the name of a laborer on and
Catarrhal Deafness Is caused by an inweek.
flamed condition of the mucous lining of
Eustachian Tube. When this tube Is
W. N. Walpole was at home their rolls who is not in the em- the
Inflamed you havs a rumbling sound or Imrailroad, and
perfect bearing, and when It Is entirely
Saturday night, returning 'to his ploy of the
closed.
Deafness Is the result. Unless the
of
government
the
here, Inflammation
can be reduced and thla tube
duties at Moriarty Monday morn- and reported having
to Its normal condition, hearing
sold sup- restored
ing.
win be destroyed forever. Many caaes of
plies from the commissary to the deafness ara cauaed by catarrh, which Is
A joint entertainment given said party, obtaining the money an Inflamed condition of the mucoua
Hall's Catarrh Medicine acts
- by the Red Cross ladies
the blood on the mucous surfaces of thru
and the trom the barita fe comnanv. system.
ths
Boys' and Girls' Clubs was well The company
win sirs One Hundred Dollars for
being under federal anyWeesse
sf
Deafness that cannot
attended and very beneficial both control, made the. action one be cured by Catarrhal
Hall's Catarrh Uedlclns. Cirfinancially and educationally.
All Druggists. Tec,
against the United States.
The culars free.
r. J. CHENEY CO.. Toledo. O.
Snell and wife will leave soon for
Texas.
Bro. Perkins and daughter
were with us Sunday, but owing
to so much bunday school bus
iness he deferred his appoint
He will preach here the
ment.
oth bunday in this month.
The Red, Cross workers have
an assortment of work this week
refugee children's petticoats,
socks and sweaters, which we
hope to have finished by the last
oi tne weeK.
with our new
chairman, Mrs. Lester Williams,
we hope to do even more than
we, have with our former one,
Mrs. Snell, who will leave in a
few days.

On Monday, September 9,
255 Men had Re gistered

-

--

In the Student

Army Training Corps Unit
OF THE

University of New Mexico
,

AT ALBUQUERQUE

-

.

'

Ample barracks space and all necessary equipment have been provided for
all who wish to take up work in the State University.
'
,

I The College Year Opens Tuesday, October

1.

'

-

I

Young women wishing to enter the University will find the same comfortable dormitory accommodations as in the past, with room for all who come. -

Write, Telegraph'or Telephone for Any Information Desired.
i

Address

DAVID R. BOYD, Prudent,
ALBUUUERQUE, N. M.

